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Di2. FRANK B. BROUILLET Superintendent of Public Instruction

MESSAGE FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

As our society moves toward the twenty-first century there will be a great
need for all citizens to become physically and mentally prepared for an
increasingly technologicd1 age. With the advent of this technological age
also comes an incring amount of leisure time. It is incumbent upon our

schools to pi-t,pare our students to meet the challenges of the future. To

this end, the State Board of Education adopted in May 1983, increased

graduation requirements and requested my agency to prepare curriculum

guidelines to match the graduation requirements. The State 'Board also

stipulated that the guidelines should reflect the desire to achieve

excellence at all levels.

It is my hope that school districts will find the Physical Education

Guidelines helpful as they strive to revise and complete Stuuenc Learning
Objectives and engage in other program improvement efforts.

The implementation of the plan to develop the Physical Education Guidelines
resulted in the involvement of many educators, from all levels throughout
the state. Many hours have been given in order to reach agreement on these

guidelines. I congratulate and wish to express my personal thanks to those

persons whose names appear on the pages of this document for their

excellent work in developing curriculum material that is relevant for
today's students and leads towards the achievement of excellence in the
physical education programs in our school system.

Frank B. Brouillet
State Superintendent
of Public Instruction

.011111 701111=1.

Old Capitol Building. FG-11. Olympla.Washington 98504
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ROLE OF THIS GUIDE

This curricular guide is designed to be used as a foundation for local
school district programs. The contents must be adapted to local situations
and dealt with in more specific terms at that level.

As demonstrated by this guide, students must be given sufficient breadth
and depth of information and activity provided through a planned. and

balanced instructional progression based upon the needs and abilities of
students at each grade level.

In order to make effective use of this guide it is suggested that attention
be g;ven to the statements dealing with philosophy, purpose and staffing.
It is critical that all educators understand the nature and purpose of
physical education as they enter into the development of a curriculum if
resulting programs are to be successful.

..

.

::'

.....How To Use This Guide

This guide is divided into three sections: elementary (K-6), middle school
(6-8), and senior high school (9-12), currently the most popular divisions
being employed in school districts throughout the state.

Within each of these three sections, major areas (strands) of emphasis have
been.developed. For example, at the elementary level the major areas are:
fitness, fundamental movements, rhythms, stunts-tumbling and gymnastics,

lead-up sport skills and leisure-time activities. Within each of these
strands of emphasis the reader will find suggested content.

In addition, expected learning outcomes/competencies and instructional

implications for teacher use are listed together with the applicable domain
of learning, i.e. cognitive (Cog), psychomotor (Psy) and affective (Aff).

7
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STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND PURPOSE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

This guise is based on the belief that physical education, as an integral
part of the total educational process, provides movement-centered and
knowledge-based activities that focus on the intellectual, social,

emotional and physical needs of students, enabling them to realize their
fullest potential.

Therefore, the purpose of physical education is to provide a varied program
of movement-centered instructional activities that allow individuals to
enter adult life with the skills, knowledge and attitudes necessary to
enjoy a physically active lifestyle.

ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS FOR A SUCCESSFUL CURRICULUM

Administrative Support and Responsibility

It is the expressed responsibility of school and district administrators to
provide a quality program of physical education to all students as
reflected in this guide. In order to accomplish this objective adequate
staff, facilities and equipment must be provided and maintained. Attention
must also be given to the areas of. class size, which should be consistent
with other subject areas of the curriculum, and the employment of

individuals with various areas of expertise in order to provide quality
program in a wide breadth of activities. Administrators must also provide
leadership, guidance and opportunities in the use of current educational
techniques and programs in physical education.

A Professional Physical Education Staff

The professional staff member should have the qualifications expected of
all teachers committed to excellence in education. Those teachers of
physical education should possess at least a minor in physical education at
each level of employment. In addition, physical educators should possess a
sound knowledge of human growth and development, skill development and
progression, and safety procedures, as well a$ a personal commitment to
excellence in physical education.

Representative Involvement

The use of this guide by school districts, in developing a comprehensive
physical education curriculum for their own locality, necessitates that the
educational material reflect local needs. It should be a cooperative'
effort involving representative physical educators from all grade levels

along with interested administrators and community members.

Educationally Sound Organization

The programming that curriculum committees employ Must be educationally
sound, sensitive to the needs of students and developed through a planned
and progres4ve scope and sequence. A welt designed organizational.

9



framework should encourage and facilitate the smooth and effective
operation of each class period. Individual skills, therefore, should be
taught and practiced at appropriate grade levels with review and continued
refinement emphasized as sktils develop frar'grade to grade.

The following are regarded as essential components of an educationally
sound organization for physical education instruction:

1. Dress For Activity (High School-Middle School/Junior High)

Time should be\given for each student to dress appropriately for
the specific activity.

2. Introductory Activity

This is time spent to prepare the spdent safely for the vigorous
activity to follow. These activities should include moderate
stretching and slow movements.

3. Physical Fitness Developmental Activity

This involves developing specific fitness activities as related
to arm/shoulder girdle region, trunk region, legs and cardio-
respiratory endurance. This component could be obtained in the
lesson core. It is suggested that the fitness development
activity be changed approximately every 3 weeks to allow for an

increase in motivation and variation in targeted areas.

4. Lesson Core

This is the central focus of the lesson whereby the teacher
presents activities that contribute toward meeting the objec-
tives of the total physical education program.

5. Closure--Cool Down

Closure brings the lesson to a meaningful culmination. Cool down
allows students time to relax before resuming their daily
activity.

6. Shower (High School-Middle School/Junior High)

Reasonable time should be set aside for the students to shower
and dress in order to resume the day's activities.

Instructional Resources

Physical education should be treated equally with other subjects in the
school curriculum regarding the provisioning of instruotional resources.
Given the nature of physical education as a "hands on" experience,
manipulative materials need to be provided for each student. This reduces
"wait" time and increases time "on task" which results in greater develop-
ment.

-2-
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Opportunities for Ongoing Professional Development

Comprehensive inservice programs must be funded for all teachers. A most
effective means for schools/districts to upgrade the quality of physical
education instruction is to support the involvement of teachers in the
activities of the various physical educati,dn professional organizations:

12
local, state, and national. Dis ricts shouTd,encourage teachers to attend
conferences/meetings of thes organizations through the provision of
release time and/or financia support. Attendance at conferences/meetings
provides a degree of stimulation and motivation through exposure to new
ideas presented be regionally and nationally recognized physical educators.
It should be noted that subscribing to the publications of these
organizations provides teachers with an abundance of instructional
resources and useful instruction ideas. Districts should also provide for
regular internal inservice training and support in physical education.

It should be noted that Physical education teachers also have the personal
responsibility to keep abreast of new,")'developments in their profession
continually by attending.appropriate conferences and inservice training and
by maintaining active membership in the professional physical education
associations.

With ongoing inservice instruction and conferece attendance by a profes-
sionally active staff, significant improvements in the instructional
physical education programs may be expected.

Safety In Physical Education

Safety in physical education is promoted through proper program planning,
competent leadership and suitable equipment and facilities that are main-
tained in a safe and usable condition. Activities should be undertaken
with proper safety precautions and equipment should only be used when the
instructor is assured of its' safe condition. The responsible teacher
should take every necessary safety precaution for those physical education
activities that carry a risk of injury.

Accurate On-Go;ng Evaluation

Evaluation is an ongoing process that provides necessary feedback for

students, parents and teachers. It is used to judge the success and effec-
tiveness of defined goals and objectives, thereby improving instruction and
learning. This in turn assists in meeting students' needs. Physical

education evaluation shoulld be commensurate with other subject areas in the
curriculum and should objectively measure a student's knowledge, attitudes
and performance.

Equal Opportunities For All Students

The physical education curriculum should be adjustable to all students,
including special populations. Students should be allowed to succeed in
an environment that expands rather than restricts their development. In

some cases it may be necessary to develop a "special" class within the
curriculum framework to allow for greater student success.
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WASHINGTON STATE REGULATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

REGARDING PHYSICAL EDUCATION

WAC 180-50-135 PHYSICAL EDUCATION--GRADE SCHOOL AND HIGH SCHOOL

REQUIREMENT. (1) Grades 1-8, An average of at least twenty instructional
minutes per day per year in physical education shall be required of all

pupils in the common schools in the grade school (grades 1-8) program

unless waived pursuant to RCW 28A.05.030.
(2) Grades 9-12. A one year course--i.e., 180 (50 minute) hours of

instruction--or its equivalent shall be offered in physical education for
each grade (grades 9-12) in the high school program. Pursuant to RCW

28A.05.040 and 28A.05.060; two credits in physical education also shall be
required for high school graduation unless waived pursuant to RCW

28A.05.040.

WAC 180-51-060 MINIMUM SUBJECT AREAS FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION. The

minimum subject areas and credits therein shall be: (Approved and adopted

by the State Board of Education May 31, 1985 for students entering the 9th
grade subsequent to July 1, 1985.)

SUBJECT

Mathematics
Science
Social Studies
United States History
and Government

Washington State History
and Government

Contemporary World
History, Geography,

and Problems
Occupational Education

Physical Education

CREDIT
3

2

2

21/2

The remainder of the eighteen minimum credits for high school

graduation may be in elective subject areas, additional credits in required
subjects or local requirements. As a generarrule, one credit equals one

year.

WAC 180-51-085 PHYSICAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENT--EXCUSE. The two

credit physical education requirement shall be met by physical education

courses. The content of courses shall be determined locally pursuant to

AC 180-51-025. Students shall be excused from physical education pursuant

to RCW 28A.05.040. Such excused students shall be required to substitute

equivalency credits in accordance with policies of boards of directors of
districts.

12



Regarding WAC 180-51-085 it is suggested by this committee that

offerings such as first aid, effects on nutrition anti drugs/alcohol use and
abuse on physical performance, recreational safety,'teaching assistant in
physical education, or a science course dealing with muscle strength and
,devetopment as it relates to,physical training be used as an equivalency
credit.

RCw 28A. 05 .040 PHYSfrAL EDUCATION IN HIGH SCHOOLS.
. (-"Provided, That individual students may be excused on account of

physical disability, employment or religious belief, or because of
participation in directed athtetics or military science and tactics or
other good cause."

Co-ed Physical Education - House Bill 413
Chapter 28A.85 RCW and Chapter 392-190 WAC)

In June of 1975 the Washington, State Legislature passed House Bill 413

which explicitly prohibits discrimination, on the basis of sex in the
schools. "Specifically with respect to course offerings, all classes shall
be required to be available to all students without regard to sex:

Provided, That separation is pet:mitted within any class during sessions on
sex education or gym classes." (RCW 28A.85.020(4))., This proviso refers
to separation within an individual .nstructor's class based upon the

standards contained in the regulations for implementation in Chapter 392-
190 WAC.

, .

/'1W-AC 392-190-050(1) of the implemeglaLregulations permits the grouping of
studelts in physical education classes and activities by demonstrated
ability as assessed by objective standards of individual performance
developed and applied without regard to sex." Further, WAC 392-190-050(2)
permits the separation of students by sex within p al.education classes

il;or activities offered for students in grades h? ugh 12 if (a) it can

clearly be shoym under factual circumstances invol ed in the" particular
case, that the maintenance of a separate physical education class (within a
class to which students are assigned ion a co-ed basis) or activity for
boys and girls truly constitutes the best method of providing both sexes,
as a whole, with equal opportunity to participate in such class or activity
and (b) at the same time a test of substantial equality ,between the two
classes or activities can be found to have been met".

Both Section 1 and Section 2 refer to groupiiigs within an individual

instructor's class to which, by law, students must be assigned on a co-ed
basis. The exceptions .inwAC 392-190-050(1) & (2) should not be lightly
construed and classes are presumed to be sexually iritegrated. A school
'district tarries a heavy burden of proving that a single sexually inte-
.grated class is' harmful to members of one sex and that separation within a
specifte-class truly constitutes )he best method of instruction for both
sexes while providing-equal opportunity for participation. and instruction
to all students regardless of sex.

It must be remembered that th physical education requirement is treated
d.iffe" r ly in the administrati re code from recreation and athletics.

-5- 13



Definition of Terms

Aerobic --activity requiring the blood to carry oxygen e muscles.

Affective Outcomes --These objectives provide for the cial and emotional
development of the student. They deal with the individual's values,
attitudes, interests, and appreciations. The student should learn to
appreciate and value physical activity, skill development, and self-
control. The student should also acquire positive attitudes toward
cooperation, fair play, and sportsmanship.

Anaerobic --activity in which the participant performs to the point of
oxygen debt.

Body Composition --ratio of lean body mass to fat body mas.

BodyVat --fat tissue vs. bone and muscle tissue.

Cardiorespiratory Endurance --The ability of the body'system (particularly
the heart, circulatory systeM and lungs) to maintain efficient
functions during and after exercise.

Choreographic --movement to a pre-patterned activity.

Cognitive Outcomes --These objectives provide the student an opportunity
to acquire knowledge of an activity by learning rules, techniques,
strategies, and safpy procedures. The student should develop an
understanding of how the body moves, and learn the 'benefits of active,
lifelong participation. As in Bloom's taxonomy of the Cognitive
Domain, learning involves the ability to perceive, comprehend, apply,
analyze, synthesize, and evaluate activities.

Combatives --Combatives are group and individual activities that emphasize
individual competition and offer students the opportunity to match
their strength and wits against others.

Competency --is indicated by demonstrated proficiency in the measured
capabilities of the student to perform the given activity.

Cool-down --slowing down of body processes involving stretching at the
culmination of strenuous activity.

Cutthroat --a method of play involving three pikers where two players play
against one.

Dynamic Balance --The ability to maintain body position and equilibrium
during movement.

Evaluation --an ongoing process which provides feedback. It is used to
improve instruction and learning outcomes, and to judge the success
and effectiveness of defined goals and objectives. This in turn
assists in meeting students needs. As with all areas of education,
evaluation is an important part of physical education.

14
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Flexibility --The ability to move a particular joint through a range of
motion.

Lead Up Activities --should provide the opportunity for students to

practice basic sport skills in a game situation of lesser organization
and technicality than the actual activity itself.

Lean Body Mass --bone and muscle tissue vs. fat tissue.

Learning Results --demonstrates the knowledge of and the ability to use the
input given in an instructional area. They are composed of cognitive,
affective and psychomotor domains.

Low Organized Game --an activity using little or no equipment and few rules
and that focuses on fundamental movement.

Muscular Strength-Endurance --The ability of a muscle to exert force for a
short duration and over an extended period of time. Physical activity
utilizing strength nearly always involves groups of muscles and not
single muscles.

Practice --time spent developing individual skills and teamwork necessary
for perfecting skills.

Psychomotor Outcomes --These objectives provide the student an opportunity
to develop specific motor skills. Through' involvement in programs
that involve muscular strength ,and endurance, cardiovascular
endurance, flexibility, power, agility, speed, and coordination.

Static Balance --The ability to maintain body position and equilibrium
while in a stationary position.

Student Learning Objective (SLO) --a pre-determined behavioral outcome of
'instruction stated in terms of student behaviors and capabilities.

Teaching Implications --the activity of the instructor that, when
completed, results in the student attaining the desired outcome/
competencies.

Warm-up --gradual process of preparing the cardiorespiratory and muscular/
skeletal systems for activity.

tt
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ELEMENTARY PROGRAMS - GRADES K-5
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ELEMENTARY AGE STUDENTS

The following characteristics are ..ommon among a large percentage of elemen-
tary school students. The development of any curriculum should be built
around these developmental patterns.

GRADES K-3 (Primary'

I. Like to do things well and be admired for it.

2. Spurt of growth of muscle mass.

3. Gross movement skills becoming more refined.

4. Manipulative skills still unrefined but improving; will catch balls
with body and arms more so than hands.

5. Imaginative, imitative, curious.

6. Very active, great deal of energy.

7. Short attention span.

8. Individualistic or egocentric.

GRADES 1-5 (Intermediate)

I. Like to do. things well and be admired for if.

2. Steady growth; girls more rapidly than boys. Girls may show maturity
characteristics.

3. Enjoy team and group activities. Competitive team spirit.

4. Sports interests.

5. Muscular coordination improving and skills are better.

6. Some interest in opposite sex. Some develop sex antagonisms.

7. More acceptance of self-responsibility.

8. Great desires to excel, both ;n skill and physical capacity.

9. Continue sportsmanship learning.

10. Posture problems can appear.

17
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SUGGESTED YEARLY PERCENTAGES ,GRADE LEVEL EMPHASIS

AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION STRANDS

STRANDS K 1 2 3 4 5 6

I. Fundamental Movements 45 45 45 35 25 15 10 %

II. Gymnastics, Stunts & Tumbling 20 20 20 15 15 15 20 %

III. Lead U Sport Skills 20 30 35 40 %

IV. Leisure Time Activities 5 5 5 5 %

V. Physical Fitness 5 10 10 10 10 15 15 %

VI. Rhythms 30 25 25 15 15 15 10 %

Key:

C = Cognitive Domain Activities
P = Psychomotor Domain Activities
A = Affective Domain Activities



Ab

STRAND L

FUNDAMENTAL MOVEMENT

STRAND STATEMENT

Fundamental movement provides a base for complex movement patterns and
comprises the followin§ areas: locomoton, non-locomotor, hand-eye, foot-
eye, balance and gross motor skills. Spatial and tactile awareness`;,

directionality and laterality will be incorporated in basic movement.

This strand also includes activities that use small equipment for a

variety of manipulative skills. These skills include the following
movements: throwing, kicking, striking, catching, trapping, balancing,
twirling and turning, which are used in various games and sports.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

Locomotor
Non-Locomotor
Hand-Eye
Foot-Eye

Balance
Gross Motor

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

1. Awesome Elementary School Physical Education Activities, Carnes,
Carmichael, CA. Cliff Carnes, 3949 Linus Way, 95608, 1983.

2. Basic Movement Education for Children: Rationale and Training Units,
Gilliom, CA, London, Ontario, Addison-Weslej Pub. Co.,.1970.

3. Children Moving: A Reflective Approach to Teaching Physical
Education. Graham, George, Palo Alto, CA. Mayfield Pub. Co., 1980.

4. Dynamic,Physical Education for Elementary School Children,
Dauer/Pangruzi, Minn., Burgess, 1983.

5. Movement Experiences for Children, Schurr, Englewood. Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall Inc., 3rd Ed., 1980.

6. Physical Education for Elementary School Child, Kirchner, Wm. C. Brown
Pub., Debuque; IA. 1§84._

-12- 19



CONTENT

1. Locomotor

2. Non - locomotor

FUNDAMENTAL MOVEMENT

STUDENT OUTCOMES

la. The student understands
locomotor skills as they
'relate to physical
activity. (C)

lb. The student performs and
demonstrates proficiency
in a variety of locomotor
skills i.e.:

crawling
walking

running
jumping
hopping
galloping
sliding
skipping

leaping
dodging' (P)

lc. The student demonstrates
a willingness to partici-
pate and cooperate with
others in locomotor
activities. (A)

2a. The student understands
non-locomotor skills as
they relate to movement

mechanis. (C)

2b4. The student performs and
demonstrates proficiency
in a variety of; non -

locomotor skills i.e.:

bending turning
pushing rising
twisting hanging

climbing pulling

lifting falling
landing stretching

swinging sway (P)

-13-
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TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

la. The teacher provides an
opportunity for students

to recognize the physical
benefits of basic
locomotor skills through
demonstration and
discussion.

lb. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities
for students to partici-,

pate and practice safely
through a variety of
activities and to apply
skills in game situations
e.g.,

a. slide as in basket-
ball guarding.

b. jump as'in basket-
ball rebounding.

c. jog and leap as in
track.

lc. The teacher acknowledges
the effort and achieve-
ment of students.

2a. The teacher provides an
opportunity for students

to recognize the
efficiency of movement
through non-locomotor
skills.

2b. The teacher provides

opportunities to safely
practice non-locomotor
skills through a variety

of activities.



CONTENT

2. Not -locomotor
(continued)

3. Hand-Eye
Coordination

4. Foot-Eye
'Coordination

STUDENT OUTCOMES

2c. The student demonstrates
a willingness to partici-
pate and cooperate with

others in locomotor
activities. (A)

3a. The student understands
appropriate techniques
and concepts of hand-eye
coordination skills. (C)

3b. The student participates
safely in practice activi-

ties and games, related to
throwing, catching, volley-
ing, dribbling, and
striking. (P)

3c. The students work
coopEratively with each
other and are willing to
participate in various
activities. (A)

4a. The student understands
the appropriate techniques
of kicking, punting, and
dribbling while using the
feet to move an object.
(C)

FUNDAMENTAL MOVEMENT

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

2c. The teacher acknowledges
effort and achievement.

3a. The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration on throwing,
catching, volleying,
dribbling, and striking
using balls, beanbags,
balloons, hoops, scarves,
frisbees, jacks, clubs,
hockey pucks, hockey
sticks, bats, paddles,
targets, racquets,
tees, yo yo's, etc.

3b. The teacher provides

maximum opportunities
for students to partici-
pate and practice safely

,in drills, games, and
activities utilizing the
above apparatus and
encourages "cooperative"
group participation.

3c. The teacher acknowledges
effort. and achievement
of students willing to
cooperate and participate
with others in activity.

4a. The teacher provides
information and demon-

strations on kicking,
punting, and dribbling
using balls, launchers,
hoops, targets, footbags,
balloons, beanbags, tees,
etc.
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FUNDAMENTAL MOVEMENT

CONTENT

4.-. Foot-Eye

Coordination
(continued)

".....wasa....

STUDENT OUTCOMES

4b. The student participates
safely in practice activi-
ties and games re'ated to
foot-eye coordination
skills. (P)

4c. The students work coop-
eratively with each other
and are willing to parti-
cipate in various
activities. (A)

5. Balance 5a. The student understands

(Static/Dynamic) the appropriate and safe
techniques of weight
transference. (C)

6. Gross Motor

5b. The student participates
safely in practice activi-
ties, games, and activi-
ties related to weight
transference and gains
an appropriate level of
proficiency. (P)

5c. The students work coop-
eratively with each other
and are willing to parti-
cipate in various
activities. (A)

6a. The student understands
the appropriate and safe
techniques for jumping,
landing, hanging, rolling,

travel, and other large
muscle activities. (C)

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

4b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
students to participate
and practice safely in
drills, games, and acti-
vities utilizing above
apparatus and encourages
cooperative groupparti-
cipation using apparatus.

4c. The teacher acknowledges
effort and achievement.

5a. The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration on weight trans-
ference using balance
beams, balance bongo
boards, unicycles, mats,
rebounders, skateboards,
scooter boards, etc.

5b. The teacher provides

maximum opportunities
for safe participation
and practice in drills,
games, and activities
utilizing above appara-
tus.

5c. The teacher acknowledges
effort and achievement

while encouraginv cooper-
ative group partici-
pation.

6a. The teacher provides

information and demon-
stration on jumping,
landing, rolling, etc.
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CONTENT

6. Gross Motor
(continued)

STUDENT OUTCOMES

6b. The student participates
safely in practice activi-
ties and games, related to
gross motor skills and
gains an appropriate
levelof proficiency.
(P)

6c. The 'students work coop-

eratively with each other
and are willing to parti-
cipate in various
activities. (A)

23

FUNDAMENTAL MOVEMENT

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

6b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe participation and
practice in drills,
games, and activities
utilizing above apparatus

6c. The teacher acknowledges
effort and achievement
while encouraging cooper-
ative group partici-
pation,



SAMPLE OF MANIPULATIVE APPARATUS

Use as a reference to spark new uses of eqUipment.
t.

Balance Boards
Balloons

Balls (5", 7", 81/2",,10" rubber,

whiffle, foaT, yarn, or
specific sport)

5atons

Bats
Bean Bags

Bongo Boards
Bowling Balls & Pins
Cage/Earth Balls
Clubs

Cones

Cycles (uni-, bi-, tri-)
Deck Rings
Foam Shapes

Foot Bags
Foot Launchers.
Frisbees (R)
Hoops (small or large)
Horse Shoes (yard darts)
Hurdles

Jacks
Jumping Boards
La Crosse Sticks
Limbo Stick
Lummi Sticks
Marbles
Mats (individual, tumbling,

inclined, landing)
Medicine Balls

Paddle Balls (come-backs)
Paddles.
Patikas

Pillow Polo Sticks
Pogo Sticks
Poi Balls

Punching Bags .

Racquets
Rebounders
Ribbons
Ring Toss (To4-ems)
Roller Skates
Ropes (individual jumping or

tugging, long lumping
or tugging, climbing,

elastic)

-17- 24

FUNDAMENTAL MOVEMENT

Rubber Bases
Scoops
Scooters
Shuffleboard
Skate Boards
Targets (velcro.& .cut-outs)
Tees/Stands
Tinikling Sticks
Tumbling Forms
Tunnels and Crawl Throughs
Twisters
Wands
Yo Yos



FUNDAMENTAL MOVEMENT

ELEMENTARY SCOPE ANY SEQUENCE '

The general scope and sequence found after each activity illbstrates the
suggested developmental phases of a variety of activities. representing the
seven strands of the curriculum guidelines. It iS designed.to denote the
point where developmental phases blend into the more formal progression of
complex physical skills. ,

Although the primary focus of these charts is in.the psychomotor domain,
the integration of all three domains is essential to a sound program in
physical education.

STRAND: Fundamental Movements KEY I Introduce

R Refine/Review

- t Expand

0 Optional

SKILLS. K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10 11 12
.

.

Locomotor Skills I R/E R/E R/E R/E, R/E R/E

Non-locomotor Skills I R/E R/E R/E R/E R/E R/E

Gross Motor I R/E R/E R/E R/E R/E R/E

Hand-Eye I R/E R/E R/E R/E R/E R/E
, .

Foot-Eye I R/E R/E R/E R/E R/E R/E

Balance I R/E, R/E R/E R/E R/E R/E
a



STRAND II

GYMNASTICS/TUMBLING, STUNTS AND COMBATIVES

STRAND STATEMENT

Stunts and tumbling, gymnastics, and combatives involve controad, safe
movements in different physical environments where the body is inverted,
rotated, turned, in flight, balanced, absorbing force, pushing and pulling.

Improved body awareness, balance, strength and power, overall fitness
and cooperative group work are enhanced through stunts and tumbling;
gymnastics and combatives.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

Animal Movements
Individual Stunts
Partner and group stunts
Tumbling
Balances
Gymnastics
Combatives

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

1. Elementary School Gymnastics, Bailie/Sam. 1969. St. Louis, ATL25.,
1969.

2. 0 namic Ph sical Education for Elementar School Child Bawer/

Pangrazi. Minn. Burgess Athletic Equ pment,

3. "Gymnastics Safety Manual", Fablication - United States Gymnastics
Safety Assoc., 424 C Street N.E., Capitol Hill,-Washington D.C.,
20002.

4. Head Over Heels, Drehman/Veral, N. Harper and Row, 1970. .

5. Rope Skipping -- Rhythms, Routines and Rhymes, Smith, Paul. 1969.

Freeport, NY. Educational Activities.

-19
-26
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CONTENT

1. Animal Movements

GYMNASTICS/TUMBLING STUNTS AND COMBATIVES

STUDENTUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

la. The student understands la.

what the animal movements
are and how'they relate
to fitness and efficient
movement. (C)

lb. The student demonstrates lb.

proficiency in a variety
of animal movements, e.g.,

puppy dog run
bear walk
crab walk
seal crawl (P)

lc. The student demonstrates lc.

a willingneis to parti-
cipate and cooperate with
others. (A)

2. Individual Stunts 2a. The student understands
the correct terminology
and proper body wechanics

and the safety principals
of the individual stunts.

(C)

.,

2b. The student demonstrates
proficiency in a variety

of individual stunts, e.g%,
turk stand

coffee grinder
egg roll (P)

2c. The student demonstrates
a willingness to
participate and cooperate
with others. (A)

27

The teacher provides
explanation, discussion
and demonstration of the
purpose and value of the
animal movements.

The teacher demonstrates
a variety of animal
movements and provides
opportunities to parti-
cipate safely in activi-
ties using animal
movements.

The teacher encourages
participation with
quality, acknowledges
effort, achievement and
cooperation.

2a. The teacher provides
through demonstration and

discussion an opportunity
for students to recognize
and understand the basic
terminology and activi-
ties involved in indi-
vidual stunts.

2b. The teacher provides
maXimum opportunities to
participate jn and
practice a variety of
individual stunts safely.

2c. The teacher encourages
participation with
quality, acknowledges

"effort, achievement and
cooperbtion:



CONTENT STUDENT OUTCOMES c'

3. Partner & Group, - 3a. The student understands
the correct terminology,
proper body mechanics and
safety principals.ivolved
in partner and group
stunts. (C)

4. Tumbling

1LN

GYMNASTICS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

3a. The teacher provides
through demonstration and
discussion an opportunity
for students to recognize

and understand the basic
terminology and activi-
ties involved in partner
and group stunts.

3b. The student safely executes 3b.

a variety of partner ana
group stunts, e.g.,

eskimo roll
pyramids
angel balance

lap sit (P)

3b. The student demonstrates
a willingness to parti-
cipate and cooperate with
others. (A)

4a. The student understands the
correct terminology, body

mechanics and the safety
principals involved in

fundamental tumbling
skills. (C)

4b. The student safely executes
a basic progression of
tumbling skills such as
rolls, turns, jumps,
springs. (P)

4c. The student demonstrates
a willingness to partici-

pate and cooperate with
others. (A)

-21- 28

The teacher provides a
variety of demonstration
in partner and group
stunts and provides
maximum opportunities
to participate and
practice activities
safely.

3c. The teacher encourages
quality participation
and acknowledges effort,
achievement and cooper-
ation.

4a. The teacher provides
through demonstration
and discussion an
opportunity for students
to recognize and under-

stand the basic
terminology and activi-
ties involved in funda-
mental tumbling.

4b. The teacher provides

maximum opportunities
for students to parti-
cipate and practice
safely in varR funda-

mental tumbling skills
and progressions.

4c. The teacher encourages
quality participation
and acknowledges effort,
achievement and cooper-
ation.



CONTENT

5. Balances

STUDENT OUTCOMES

5a. The student understands
the correct terminology,
safety principals and
proper body mechanics
of static and dynamic
balances. (C)

5b. The student will be able to
execute a variety of funda-
mental balances safely and
at an appropriate level of
proficiency both with and
without the use of a
balance beam, e.g.,

V up
scale

headstand and handstand
variations

(P)

5c. The student demonstrates
a willingness to parti-
cipate and cooperate with
others. (A)

6. Gymnastics 6a. The student demonstrates
(Large Apparatus) an understanding of safety

procedures, - spotting

techniques, rules and
terminology. (C)

6b. The student safely
executes .a variety of

movements and shows the
ability.to combine
movements on: i.e.
ropes, balance beam,
vaulting box, horizontal
bar, climbing frame,
mats. (P)

-22- . 29.

GYMNASTICS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

5a. The teacher provides
through demonstration and
discussion an opportunity
for students to recognize
and understand the basic
terminology and activi-
ties involved in static
and dynamic balances.

5b. The teacher provides-
maximum opportunities for
students to create and
perform routines and
provides demonstrations
of activities and
provides maximum oppor-
tunities to participate
and practice safely in a

variety of balance
activities.

5c. The teacher encourages
quality participation
and acknowledges effort;
achievement and cooper-
ation.

6a. The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration regarding safety
and spotting procedures,
terminology, rules and
activities required for
safe participation in
gymnastics.

6b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunity for
students to participate
and practice safely in
fundamental gymnastic
activities on a variety
of apparatus, e.g.,
ropes, balance beam
vaulting box, horizontal
bar, climbing frame,
mats.



P

CONTENT

GYMNASTICS

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

6. Gymnastics 6c. The student demonstrates
(Large Apparatus) a willingness to parti-
(continued) cipate and cooperate with

others. (A)

7. Combatives
(Individual
Contests)

7a. The student understands
and demonstrates start-
ing, neutral, equal
position, strategies for
success and rules and
safety factors necessary

for participation. (C)

7b. The student will safely

execute a variety of
combative activities, e.g.,
Hand wrestle
Leg wrestle
Bottoms up
Bulldozer
Chinese pull-up
Tug of war (P)

7c. The student demonstrates
a willingness to parti-
cipate and cooperate with
others. (A)

t'":" -23- 30

6c. The teacher encourages
quality participation and
acknowledges effort and
achievement.

7a. The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration regarding
safety, strategies and
techniques for successful
participation in

combative activities.

7b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for

all students to parti-
cipate and practice
safely and achieve profi-
ciency in a variety of
fundamental combative
activities.

7c. The teacher encourages
quality participation
and acknowledges effort,
achievement and cooper-
ation.



GYMNASTICS

ELEMENTARY SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

The general scope and sequence found after each activity illustrates the
suggested developmental phases of a variety of activities representing the
seven strands of the curriculum guidelines. It is designed to denote the
point where developmental phases blend into the more formal progression of
complex physical skills.

Although the primary focus of these charts is in the psychdmotor domain,
the integration of A411 three domains is essential to a sound program in
physical education.

i

STRAND: Stunts and Tumbling, Gymnastics KEY I Introduce
And Combatives

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 5

Animal Movement I R E E

Individual Stunts I R/E R/E R/E R/E R/E

Dual Stunts I R E E E E

Group Stunts I R E E

Tumbling I R/E R/E R/E R/E R/E

Balances I R/E R/E R/E R/E R/E

Gymnastics I R/E R/E R/E R/E R/E

Combatives I R/E R/E R/E R/E R/E

R Refine/Review

E' Expand
0 Optional

. 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

R/E

E

E

R/E

R/E

R/E

R/E

31 .
-24-



STRAND III

LEAD UP SPORT SKILLS--TEAM, INDIVIDUAL & DUAL

STRAND STATEMENT

The purpose of lead-up sports is to integrate individual skills and

-.....)

strategies into individual, dual, and team games or acthi ties that
progressively lead to the actual sport (rules, strategies, and skills).

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

Soccer
Softball
Football
Bask:tball
Volleyball
Hockey
Track & Field

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

1. AAHPERD SportsSafety, Reston, Virginia, 1971.

2. Dynamic Ph sical Education for Elementar School Child
Dauer/Pangrazi, Minn., Burgess, 83.

3. Lead-U Games To Team S orts Blake, Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood

Cliffs, NJ, 9 .

4. Sports Skills: A Conceptual Approach to Meaningful Movements, Scidel,
Bytes, Figley, Neuman, Wm. C. Brown, 1978,

5. Sports Skills For Bo s and Girls Humphrey, James H. and Joy N.,
Springfield, IL, Charles C. T omas, 1980.
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CONTENT

.1. Football

2. Volleyball

LEAD UP SPORT SKILLS--TEAM, INDIVIDUAL & DUAL

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

la. The student'understands
basic safety rules, tech-
niques, and strategies, .

how to center, pass,
catch, kick, and carry,
and how to practice for
improvement. (C)

lb. The student practices and lb.

demonstrates proficiency
in skill drills, activities,
and lead-up games involving
fundamental football skills.

(p)

la. The teacher provides
information and clarifi-
cation of rules and
strategies and for the
demonstration of tech-
niques and strategies.

the teacher provides
maximum opportunities
for safe participation
and practice in skill
drills, activities, and
lead-up games using
nerf and junior size
footballs.

lc. The student shows a willing- lc. The teacher encourages
ness to participate, and participation, teamwork,
cooperate with others. (A) and sportsmanship in all

activities and games and
acknowledges effort,
achievement and cooper-
ation.

2a. The student knows basic
safety rules, techniques,

and strategies, how to
pass, set, dig, bump,
and serve, and how to
practice for improvement.
(C)

2b. The student practices and
demonstrates proficiency
in selected skill drills,

activities, and lead-up
games involving basic
fundamental volleyball
skills. (P)

2c. The student shows a
willingness to partici-
pate in activities and
cooperates with others.
(A)

-26-
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2a. The teacher provides
information, clarifi-
cation of rules, and
strategies and for
the demonstration of
techniques and
strategies.

2b. the teacher provides
opportunities for safe
participation and
practice in skill drills,
activities, and lead-up
games using beachballs,
bal.lons and volleyballs.

2c. The teacher encourages
participation, teamwork,
safety, sportsmanship
in all activities and
related games and
acknowledges effort,
achievement and cooper-
ation.



CONTENT

3. Basketball

4. Floor Hockey

.

--,

STUDENT OUTCOMES

3a. The student understands
fundamental safety, rules,
techniques, strategies,
how to stop, dribble,
pass, pivot, catch, shoot,
rebound, basic offense and
defense. (C)

3b. The student practices and

demonstrates proficiency
in skill drills, activities,
and lead-up games involving
fundamental skills at an
appropriate level. (P)

3c. The student shows a ,

willingness to partici-
pate and cooperate with

others. (0

4a. The student understands
basic safety, rules,
strategies and how to
dribble the puck, pass,

' field, defend, and shoot.
(C)

4b. The student practices and
demonstrates a proficiency
in skill drills, activities,
and lead-up games involving
fundamental skills and
knowledge at an appropriate
level. (P)

4c. The student shows a
willingness to participate
and cooperate with others.

(A)

t.1,_ -27- 34

LEAD UP SPORT SKILLS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

3a. The teacher provides
information and clarifi-
cation of rules and
strategies and for the

demonstration of tech-
niques and strategies.

3b. The teacher provides
opportunities for safe

participation and
practice in skill drills,

activities, and lead-up
games.

3c. The teacher encourages
participation, teamwork,
sportsmanship, and safety
in all activities and
acknowledges effort,
achievement and cooper-
ation.

4a. The teacher provides
information and clarifi-
cation of rules and

strategies and provides
for the demonstration
of techniques and
strategies.

4b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities
for safe participation
and practice in skill
drills, activities, and
lead-up games.

4c. The teacher encourages
participation, teamwork,

sportsmanship, and safety
in all activities and
acknowledges effort,
achievement and cooper-
ation.



CONTENT

5. Soccer

6. Softball

LEAD UP SPORT SKILLS

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

5a. The student understands

the basic,safety, rules,
techniques, strategies and
how to punt, throw in shoot
for a goal, goal tend,
dribble, pass, kick, head,
trapv and tackle. (C)

5b. The student practices and
demonstrates a proficiency
fundamental skill drills,
activities, and lead-up
games using basic skills
and knowledge. (P)

5c. The student shows a
willingness to participate
and cooperate with others.
(A)

5a. The teacher provides
information and clarifi-
cation of rules and
strategies and for the
demonstration of tech-
niques and strategies.

5b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities
for safe participation
and practice in skill

drills, activities, and
lead-up games.

5c'. The teacher encourages
participation, teamwork,
safety, and sportsmanship
in all activities and
acknowledges effort,
achievement and cooper-
ation.

6a. The student understands the 6a.

basic safety, rules, tech-
niques, rositioning and
how to pitch, run bases,

throw and catch (with and
without a glove), bat
field, and play all the
positions. (C)

6b. The student practices and
demonstrates a proficiency
in fundamental skill drills,
activities, and lead-up
games at an appropriate
level while applying skills
and knowledge. (P)

6c. The student shows a

willingness to partici-
pate and cooperates with
others. (A)
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The teacher provides
information and clarifi-
cation of rules and

strategies and for the
demonstration of tech-
niques, and strategies.

6b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities
for safe participation
and practice in skill
drills, activities, and
lead-up games.

6c. The teacher encourages
participation, teamwork,
sportsmanship, and safety
in all activities and
acknowledges effort,
achievement and cooper-
ation.



CONTENT STUDENT OUTCOMES

7. Track and Field 7a. The student understands
basic safety rules, tech-
niques, and proper form

of track and field events:
sprints, distance runs,

relays and jumping (throwing
events are optional depend-

ing on safety considera-
tions). (C)

7b. The student practices and
demonstrates a proficiency
in skill drills and activi-
ties, involving the funda-
mental track and field
events (sprints--50, 75,

100 meters, middle distance- -

400, 800, 1500 meters, jump-
ing events--long jump, triple
jump, high jump (with appro-
priate landing areas)). (P)

7c. The student shows a
willingness to partici-

pate and cooperate with
others. (A)

8. Additional 8a. The student understands
Activities basic safety, rules, tech-

--Lacrosse . niques and strategies of

--Team Handball the activities and the

--Hocker baMc skills of the
--Speedball activities. (C)

--Ultimate
Frisbee (R) 8b. The student practices and

demonstrates a proficiency
in fundamental skill drills,
activities, and lead-up
games at an appropriate
level while applying skills
and knowledge. (P)

8c. The student shows a
willingness to participate
and cooperates with others.

(A)
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LEAD UP SPORT SKILLS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

7a. The teacher provides
information and clarifi-
cation of rules,
strategies and provides

for demonstrations at
an appropriate level.

7b. The teacher provides for
maximum participation and
practice in all appropri-
ate events and skill
drills.

7c. The teacher encourages
safety, participation,
teamwork, and sportsman-
ship in all activities
and acknowledges effort,
achievement and cooper-
ation.

8a. The teacher provides
information, cla-ifi-
cation of rules,
strategies and for
demonstration of tech-

niques and strategies.

8b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities
fer safe participation
and practice in skill

drills, activities, and
lead-up games.

8c. The teacher encourages
participation, teamwork,

safety, and sportsmanship
in all activities and
acknowledges effort,
achievement and cooper-.

ation.



LEAD UP SPORT SKILLS

ELEMENTARY SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

The general scope and sequence found after each activity illustrates the
suggested developmental phases of a variety of activities representing the
seven strands or the curriculum guidelines. It is designed to denote the
point where developmental phases blend into the more formal progression of
complex physical skills.

Although the primary focus of these charts is in the psychomotor domain,
the integration of all three ,domains is essential to a sound program in
physical education.

STRAND: Lead-up Sport Skills - Team

Individual, and Dual

KEY I Introduce

R Refine/Review

E Expand

0 Optional

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Football I R/E R/E

Volleyball I R/E R/E

Basketball I R/E R/E

Hockey I R/E R/E

Soccer I R/E R/E R/E

Softball I R/E R/E R/E

Track and Field I R/E R/E R/E R/E

-30-
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STRAND IV

LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES

STRAND STATEMENT

This strand includes those leisure time activities in which one can
participate individually, in pairs, or in groups.

The purpose of this ;trand is to provide opportunities for students to meet
their physical and emotional needs by participating in activities that
develop the abilities, skills, concepts and appreciation necessary to enjoy
a wide variety of leisure time activities throughout life.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

Choice of activities are dependent upon equipment, facilities and appropri-
ateness, etc. (see following page).

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

1. A Conceptual Approach To Meaningful Movement, Seidel/Biles/Figley/
Neuman, Sports Stills, Dubuque, Iowa, Wm. C. Brown Co. Pub., 1975.

2. Dynamic Ph slcal Educati6n for the Elementar School Child
Dauer/Pangrazi, 7th Ed., 83.

3. physical Education for Elementary School Children, Kirchner; Glenn,
6th Ed., 1984.

4. 'Alternative Sports and Games, Turner and Turner, Peek, Palo Alto, CA,
4984.

5. Awesome Elementary School Physical Education, Carnes, Carmichael,
Cliff Barnes, CA, 1983.

t 1,

4
.,
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CONTENT

1. Individual/

Dual Activities
--4 Square
--Aquatics
--Archery
--Badminton
--Bowling
--Camping
--Croquet
--Cross Country
Running

--Cross Country
Skiing

-- Cycling

--Deck tennis

--Fishing
-- Foot Bag
--Frisbee (R)

--Golf
--Handball/
Racquet/Paddle

-- Hopscbtch

--Horse Shoes
--Jacks
--Juggling
--Jump rope
--Marbles
--Orienteering
--Par Course
--Pi ckleball

--Shuffleboard
--Skating-Ice,

Roller
--Table tennis

--Tetherball

`

'LEISURE TIME AC IVITIES

STUDENT OUTCOMES

la. The student understands the
terminology, strategies;
rules, proper use and ."
storage of equipment, and
the basic skills of the
activity. (C)

lb. The student practices and
demonstrates a proficiency
in skill drills, activities
and game play. (0

lc. The student shows a

willingness to partici-
pate in activities and

cooperates with others.
(A)

$

M
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TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

la. The teacher provide's
information on rules,_
history and safety and
demonstrates basic
techniques.

lb. The teacher provides
maximum opportunity to
participate and practice
safely skill drills,
activities, and game
play.

lc. The teacher encourages
teamwork, sportsmanship,''

and individual exdel-
lence and acknowledges
effort, achievement and,
cooperation.

II

4.



LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES

ELEMENTARY SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

The general scope and sequence found after each activity illustrates, the
suggested developmental phases of a variety of activities representing the
seven strands of the curriculum guidelines. It is designed to denote the

point where developmental phases blend into the more formal progression of
complex physical skills.

Alth3ugh the primary focus of these charts is in the psychomotor domain,
the integration of all three domains is essential to a sound prograM in
physical education,

STRAND: Leisure Time Activities

Suggested Activities

KEY I = Introduce
R = Refine/Review
E = Expand
0 = Optional

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

4-Square 0 0 0 0 0

Aquittcs 0 0 0 0 0

Archer 0

Badminton 0 0 0

Bowling 0 0

Camping 0 0 0

Croquet 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Country
Running, Skiing 0 0 0 0

Cycling 0 0 0= 0 0 0 0

Deck Tennis 0 0 0 0

-...

Fishing 0 0 0
.-.1.11111.1...0001

Foot Bag 0 0 0

Fri s bee 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0

-33-
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LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES'
..-

STRAND: Leisure Time Activities KEY I = introduce
R = Refine/
E = Expand
0 = Optional

aw

,
Suggested Acti v i ti es (Conti nued)

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

.- ..

10

,
11 12 .1.

Go 1 f 0 0' 0 0

Handball/RacquetEaddl e 0 0 0 0

Hop Scotch 0 0 0
a

Horse Shoes 0 0 0 0

Jacks 0 0 0 0 0

ilL. 91 gl i ni 0 0 0 0 0

Jump Rope 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mar IA es 0 0 0 0 0

Ori enteeri ng 0 0 0

Par Course 0 0 0 0

Pi ckl ebal 1 a

Shuffl=eboard 0 0 0 0

Skatin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table. Tennis 0'' 0 0

Tither ball 0 0 0 0 0

r

is
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STRAND V

PHYSICAL FITNESS

STRAND STATEMENT

Physical fitness consists of cardiovascular/cardiorespiratory endurance,
flexibility, muscular strength and endurance, and body composition.
The physical fitness strand provides insights into the systems and
functions of the body and how they are affected by movement and exercise.
Physical fitness promotes better body functioning to increase energy and

aid performance in daily activities. It prepares one to cope better with
many types of emergencies as well as serving as an outlet for the release

of tension and emotion while promoting relaxation. Physical fitness makes

one less susceptible to degenerative diseases (cardiovascular disease,
etc.) and aids in postponing and reducing deteriorations that accompany
aging. Physical fitness improves physical appearance, aids in maintaining
proper weight;.h6lps maintain proper posture, contributes to maintain joint

mobility,-and helps one to feel better.

Physical fitness makes a sigdificant contribution to the total well-being
of all students. Therefore, this program should be integrated into the
physical education curriculum and not be taught only as an isolated unit of
-instruction.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

Cardiovascular/cardiorespiratory endurance

Flexibility
Muscular strength and endurance
Body composition

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

1. AAHPERD Health Related Fitness Test Manual, AAHPERD. Reston, Va.:

AAHPERD, 1980.

2. Dynamic Physical Education for Elementary School Children,

Dauer/Pangrazi. Minn., Burgess, 1981.

3. Fit or Fat,_ Bailey, Covert. Houghton Mifflin, 1978 and 1983.

4. The Aerobics Way, Cooper, Kenneth H., MD. New York: Bantam Books,

5. Fit To Be You, Walt Disney, Educational Media Corp., Burbank,
California, 1981.
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CONTENT

PHYSICAL FITNESS

STUDENT OUTCOMES

1. Cardiovascular/ la. The student understands
Cardiorespiratory cardiovascular/cardio-
Endurance respiratory endurance

and the relationship to
physical fitness. (C)

L Flexibility

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

,la. The teacher provides
appropriate information
on cardiovascular/
cardiorespiratory
endurance and its
relationship to total
physical fitness and
healthy lifestyles.

lb. The student demonstrates an lb.
increase, iii cardi'ovascul'ar /

cardiorespiratory endurance
over a period of time as
Measured by timed or a
measured distance run. (P)

lc. The student is a willing
participant in cardio-

vascular/cardiorespiratory
endurance activities. (A)

2a. The student understands
how to improve flexi-

bility and its relation-
ship to physical fitness.
(C) ..

2b. The student demonstrates
an increase in flexi-
bility as measured by
periodic flexibility assess-
ment--sit and reach test.
(P)

-36-
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The teacher provides an
opportunity to parti-
cipate safely in a

variety of cardio-
vascular/cardiorespira-
tory endurance activities
to increase cardio-
vascular/cardiorespira-
tory endurance e.g.,
jogging, walking,
aerobics and discusses
the relationship of
endurance to physical
fitness.

lc. The teacher provides
encouragement to partici-
pate in a variety of

cardiovascular/cardio-
respiratory endurance
activities and praises
effort and success.

2a. The teacher provides
information on flexi-
bility, how to improve

it, and its relationship
to total physical
fitness.

2b. The teacher provides a
maximum of safe flexi-
bility activities to
increase student flexi-
bility, e.g., quad
stretch, hip stretch,
lateral stretch, heel
cord stretch, side
stretch.



CONTENT

2. Flexibility
(continued)

STUDENT OUTCOMES

2c. The student is a willing
participant in flexibility
activities and shows a

commitment to increase
flexibility. (A)

3. Muscular Strength 3a. The student understands
and Endurance muscular strength, and

endurance, isotonic,
isometric and isokinetic
activities and its

relationship to physical
fitness. (C)

3b. The student demonstrates
an increase in muscular

strength and endurance
over a period of time and
is measured by an objective
standard pre-post test, e.g.,
bar hang, pull up, chin
up. (P)

3c. The student is a willing
participant in muscular
strength and endurance
activities and cooperates
and encourages others.
(A)

4. Body Composition 4a. The student understands
that the percent of body
fat is an element that
directly correlates to
the level of physical'

fitness, and how to change
body composition. (C)
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PHYSICAL FITNESS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

2c. The teacher provides an
opportunity to partici-
pAtP cafoly in A VAri/tY
of flexibility activities
and encourages individual
improvement and success,
e.g., sit and reach,
runners stretch.

3a. The teacher provides
information and defini-

tions of muscular
strength/endurance,
isotonic/isometric/
isokinetic activities

and their relationship
to physical fitness.

3b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities to
participate and practice

safely in a variety of
activities to increase

muscular strength and
endurance, e.g., push
ups, wall sits, etc.

3c. The teacher provides an
_pportunity to partici-
pate in a variety of
muscular strength and
endurance activities
and encourages success
and personal improvement

4a. The teacher provides a
definition and informa-
tion on body composition,
e:g., nutrition, energy
expenditure, and it's
relationship to physical

fitness.



CONTENT

-4. Body Composition

(continued)

STUDENT OUTCOMES

4b. The student demonstrates
an improvement in body
composition over a period
of time as assessed by
skin fold measurements.

(p)

4c. The student is a willing
participant in activities

to improve body composition.
(A)

PHYSICAL FITNESS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

4b. The teacher provides a
maximum of opportunities
to participate and
pr4Ltice safely in a

variety of activities to
improve/maintain body
composition while apply-
ing knowledge of nutri-
tion and diet funda-

mentals, e.g., food
diary, jogging, racquet-
ball,,swimming.

4c. The teacher provides
encouragement and praise
fur effort and success
to individual students.

//
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PHYSICAL FITNESS

ELEMENTARY SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

The general scope and sequence found after each activity illustrates the
suggested developmental phases of a variety of activities representing the
seven strands of the_curriculum guidelines. It is designed to denote the
point where developmental phases blend into the more formal progression of
complex physical skills.

Although the primary focus of these charts is in the psychomotor domain,
the integration of all three domains is essential to a sound program in
physical education.

STRAND: Physical Fitness KEY I Introduce

R Refine/Review

E Expand

0 optional

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4

. Cardiovascular/
Respiratory Endurance I R/E R/E R/E R/E
guscular Strength
Endurance I R/E R/E R/E R/E

Flexibility I R/E R/E R/E R/E

Body Composition I R/E R/E R/E R/E

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

R/E R/E

R/E R/E

R/E R/E

R/E R/E
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STRAND VI

RHYTHMS

STRAND STATEMENT

Rhythmics enhance movement flJency through a musical beat. The consistency
of the beat provides children the opportunity to hear and feel rhythm
patterns.

Rhythmic activities can increase fitness, provide cultural awareness and
develop social skills through stimulation of interest and enjoyment of
movement.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

Creative Rhythms
Singing games and Dances
Square/Contra Dances
Folk Dances
Fad/Popular Dances

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

1. Dance Awhile, Harris/Pittman/Waller. Minn. Burgess., 1969.

2. First Steps In Teaching Creative Dance, Joyce. Palo Alto, CA.
Mayfield-Pub, Co., 1973.

3. Creative Rhythmic Movement, Fleming. NJ. Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1976.



CONTENT

1. Creative Rhythms

-2. Singing Games

RHYTHMS

STUDENT OUTCOMES

la. The student understands
the various creative
movements and rhythmical
patterns. (C)

lb. The student demonstrates
proficiency in rhythmical
games and activities and-
self expression through
the use creative
rhythms. (P)

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

la. The teacher provides
information and

encouragement to
stimulate creative
movement.

lb. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
participation and
practice in a variety of
rhythmic movements.

lc. The student demonstrates: lc.

a willingness to parti-
cipate and cooperate with
others while employing the
simple courtesies as neces-
sary for successful dance
participation. (A)

2a. The student understands
the rhythmic patterns of
the singing games. (C)

2b. The student demonstrates
proficiency in the basic

dance -steps involved in
singing games, e.g.,
Bingo, Farmer in the Dell,
Shoemakers Dance. (P)

2c. The student demonstrates
a willingness to partici-
pate in singing games.
The student will learn and
employ the simple courtesies
as necessary for successful
dance participation. (A)
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The teacher acknowledges
effort, achievement and
cooperation of individual
students.

2a. The teacher provides .

information and demon-
stration for the singing
games.

2b. The teacher provides
music and demonstration
that encourage interpre-
tative skills through
body movement in

sequence.

2c. The teacher acknowledges

effort, achievement and
cooperation of individual
students.



CONTENT

3. Square/Contra
(Line) Dances

4. Folk Dances

5. Fad/Popular
Dances

STUDENT OUTCOMES

3a. The student understands
the origin and basic steps
of the various dances.
(C)

3b. The student performs the
basic square/contra and
line dance steps in
sequence to the music, e.g.,
Virginia Reel, Oh Susanna,
Oh Johnny. (P)

3c. The student demonstrates a
willingness to participate
in the various dances and
employs the simple
courtesies as necessary for
successful dance partici-
pation. (A)

4a. The student understands the
ethnic origins and funda-
mental movements of the
dances taught. (C)

4b. The student performs the
basic dance steps in
sequence to the music, e.g.,
Sicilian Circle, Hora,
Tantoli, Crested Hen,
Tinikling. -(P)

4c. The student willingly

participates in folk dance
activity while employing
courtesies as necessary
for successful dance

participation,- (A)

5a. The student understands
the definition of a fad
dance. (C)

-42-
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RHYTHMS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

3a. The teacher provides
background information
and demonstrates
formations and sequences
of steps to music.

3b. The teacher provides
music, direction, and
maximum opportunity to
participate and practice
safely.

3c. The teacher acknowledges
effort, achievement and
cooperation of individual
students.

4a. The teacher provides
background information
and demonstrations for
each dance.

4b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
practice and participa-
tion in various folk
dances.

4c. The teacher acknowledges
effort, achievement and
cooperation of individual
students.

5a. The teacher provides
information on a variety
of fad/popular dances.



CONTENT

5. Fad/Popular
Dances
( conti nued )

STUDENT OUTCOMES

i'

5b. The student has an oppor-
tunity to perform a
variety of fad/popular
dances, e.g., Twist,
Funky Chicken, Break
Dancing. (P)

5c. The student willingly
participates in fad/
popular dances and employs

the simple courtesies as
necessary for successful

dance participation. (A)

0

..4§0

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

5b. The teacher provides
music, direction and
maximum opportunity to
participate and practice

safely.

5c. The teacher acknowledges
effort, achievement and

cooperation of individual
students.

,



RHYTHMS

ELEMENTARY SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

The general scope and sequence found after each activity illustrates the
suggested developmental phases of a variety of activities representing the
seven strands of the curriculum guidelines. It is designed to denote the
point where developmental phases blend into the more formal progression of
complex physical skills.

Although the primary focus of these charts is in the psychomotor domain,
the integration of all three domains is essential to a sound program in
physical education.

STRAND: Rhythms

\ SKILLS K 1 2 3 4

Creative Rhythms IEEE
Singing Games IEEE
Folk Dances I I R/E R/E R/E

Square/Contra Dances I I I I R/E

Fad/Pop Dances 0 0 0 0 0

KEY I Introduce

R Refine/Review

E Expand

0 optional

5 6 7 8 '9 10 11 12

R/E R/E

R/E R/E

0 0
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ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL,EQUCATION RESOURCES

AAHPERD Health-Related Fitness-Test Manual, Reston, VA. AAHPERD 1980.

AAHPERD. Sports Safety. Reston, .Virginia, 1971.

Anderson, Marian H., Elliot, Margaret E. and LaBerge, Jeanne, Play With A
Pur ose: Elementar .School Physical Education, New York: Harper and
Row, Publishers, 6.

Anderson, william G., Analysis of Teaching Physical Education, St. Louis:
The C.V. Mosby Company, 1980.

Arnheim, Daniel D., and Pestolsi, Robert A., Elementary Physical
Education, St. Louis: The C.V. Mosely Company, 1978. .

Ashlock, Robert B., and Humphrey, James H., Teaching Elementary School
Mathematics Through Motor Learning, Springfield: Charles C. Thomas
Publisher, 1976.

Bailey, Covert. Fit or Fat, Houghton Mrin, 1978-1983.

Bailie, Sam. Elementary School Gymnastics-, St. Louis, 1969, ATL25.

Blake, Lead-up Games to Team Sports, Prentice Hall, Inc. Englewood
Cli-fs, NJ, 1964.

Boorman, Joyce, Dance and Language Experiences With Children, Longman
Canada Limited, 1973.

Burton, Elsie B., The New Physical Education for Elementary School
Children, Palo Alto: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1977.

Carnes, Carmichael, Awesome Elementary, School Physical Education
Activities, Cliff Carnes, 3949 Linus Way, CA', 1983.

Christian, Quentin A., The Beanbag Curriculum: A Homemade Approach To
Ph sical Activit For Children, Wolfe City, Texas: The University
ress, econd Edition, 1 .

Cochran, Norman A., Wilkinson, Lloyd C. and Furlow, J., A Teachers Guide
To Elementary School Physical Education, Dubuque: Kendall/Hunt
Publishing Company, Third Edition, 1976.

Cochran, Norman A., Wilkinson, Lloyd C. and FUrlow, J., Learning On The
Move: An Activity_Guide For Pre-School Parents and Teachers,
Dubuque: Kendal//Hunt Publishing Company, 1976.

Cooper, Kenneth H., MU, The Aorobic Way, Bantam Books, New York, 1977.

Corbin, Charles B., Inexpensive Equipment for Games, May and Physical

Activity, Dubuque: William C. Brown Company Publishers, 1972.
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Cratty, Bryant J. Active Lqarnin_g: 6:Jocs to Enhance Academic Abilities,

Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971.

Dauer,- Victor P., Essential Movement Experiences for Preschool ano Primary
Children, Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing Company, 1972.

Dauer, Victor P., and Pangrazi, Robert P., Dynamic physical Education fnr
Elementary School Children, Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing Company,

- 1979.

Drehman, Veral. Head Over Heels, Harper and Row. 1970.

Elliott, Margaret E., Anderson, Marian H., and LaBerge, Jeanne, Play With
A Purpose: A Movement' Program for Children, San Francisco: Harper
and Row Publishers, Third Edition, 1978.

Fait, Hollis, F., Physical Education for the Elementary School Child:
Experience in Movement, Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders Company, 1971.

Figley, Grace E., Mitchell, Heidie C. and Wright, Barbara L., Elementary
School Physical Education: An Education Experience, Dubuque:
Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company, 1977.

Fit to Be You and Me, 16mm Film, Walt Disney-ESD.

Fluegelm an, Andrew. The NewGames Book, Garden City, NJ.: Dolphin
Books/Doubleday and.Company, Inc., 1976.

Gilliom, Bonnie C., Basic Movement Education for Children: Rationale and
Teaching Units, Menlo Park: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company,
1970.

Graham, George, et al. Children"Moving: A Reflective Approach to
leaching Physical Education, Palo Alto: Mayfield Publishing Company,
1980.

Gymnastics Safety Manual, Publication United States Gymnastics Safety
Assoc., 424 C Street N.E., Capitol Hill, Washington DC, 20020.

Hall, J. Tillman, Sweeny, Nancy H. and Esser, Jody H., Until the Whistle
Blows: A Collection of Games, Dances and Activities for Eight-to-
Twelve-Year-Olds, Santa Monica: Goodyear Publishing Company, Inc.,
1977.

Harris, Pittman, Waller, Dance Awhile, Burgess, Minn., 1969.

Hymphrey, James H. and Joy N., S orts Skills For Boys and Girls, Charles
E. Thomas, Springfield, IL.

Jernigan, Sara S., and Vendien, C. Lynn, Playtime: A World Recreation
Handbook, San Francisco: McGraw-Hill gook Company, 19/2.

Joyce, Mary. First Ste s in Teachin Creative Darce, Palo Alto:
National Press Boo, s, Second d t on,
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Kaplan, Sandra N., et al A Youn Child Ex eriences: Activities for
Teaching and Learning, Pacific Palisides: Goodyear Pu ishing
Company, Inc. .1975.

Kirchner, Glenn, Physical Education for Elementary School Children,
Dubuque: William C. Brown Company Publishers, Third Edition, 1966.

Kirchner, Glenn, Cunningham, Jean and Warrell, Eileen, Introduction To
Movement Education: An Individualized Approach To Teaching Physical
Education, Dubuque: William C. 'Browm Company Publishers, Second
Edition, 1978.

Kruger and Hayes. Movement Education in Physical Education: A Guide to
Teaching and Planning, Dubuque: William C. Brown Company PublisEjs,
n77.

McClenaghan, Bruce A., and Gallahue, David L., Fundamental Movement: A
Developmental and Remedial Approach, W.B. Saunderf
Company, 1978.

Morris, Don, How To Change The Games Children Play, Minneapolis: Burgess
Publishing Company, Second Edition, 1980.

Murray, Ruth L., thrice in Elementary Education, San Francisco: Harper
and Row, Publishers, Third Edition, 1975.

Seidel, Beverly L., et al Sorts Skills: A Conce tual Approach To
Meaningful Movement, Dubuque: W. 11 am C. Brown ompany 'u lishers,
Second Eriition, 1975.

Schurr, Evelyn L., Movement Experiences for Children, Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., Third Edition, 11n.

Smith, Paul, Rope Skipping--Rhythms, Routines and Rhymes, Freeport, NY,
Educational Activities, 1969.

Tobert, Marianne, Follow Me: Handbook of Movement Activities for
Children, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1980.

Vannier, Maryhelen and Foster. Teachin physical Education in Elementar
Schools, Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders Company, Sixt Ed t on, 78.
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JUNIOR HIGN/MIDDLE,SCNOOL PROGRAMS - GRADES 6-8
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CHARACTERISTICS OF MIDDLE SCHOOL/JUNIOR HIGH STUDENTS

The following characteristics are common u_ong a large percentage of middle
school/junior high students. The development of any sound curriculum
should be constructed around these developmental patterns.

1. Are ready for new ideas and learning experiences.

2. Seek independence and are ready to accept responsibility at their
individual maturity levels.

3. Have a great desire to gain approval of peers, which at times may
be greater than gaining adult approval.

4. Are in the progress of taking a critical look at themselves and
are establishing a direction in their lives.

5. Are quick to understand concepts, but are less willing to remain
in the role of a learner.

6. Have a wide range of developmental and maturity levels within
each class.
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Suggested Yearly Percentages of Grade Level

Emphasis by Strand

STRANDS 6th 7th 8th

I. Fundamental Movements 5 1 1 %

II. Gymnastics 10 10 10 %

III. Leisure Activities 5 10 ' 10 %

IV. Physical Fitness 15 15 15 %

V. Rhythms 10 5 5 %

VI. Small Apparatus 15 9 9 %

VII. Sports Skills

Individual 20 25 25 %

Team 20 25 25 %

Key:

C = Cognitive Domain Activities
P = Psychomotor Domain Activities
A = Affective Domain Activities

...
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STRAND I

FUNDAMENTAL MOVEMENT

STRAND STATEMENT

The fundamental movement strand provides the opportunity for the student to
learn to manage his/her body while participating in a wide variety of
movement experiences. Through locomotor activities (walking, running,
jumping, etc.) and non-locomotor activities (stretching, turning, bending,
etc.) students will learn to move with ease, improve coordination, develop
movement fluency and improve posture and body mechanics. In addition
students will understand fundamental movement principles such as absorption
of force and center of gravity. These fundamental movement activities
serve as a foundation for more complicated movement patterns such as sports
and dance skills.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

If the student is unable to demonstrate proficiency with skills at this
level, refer to the Elementary School Guidelines for fundamental skill
progressions,

Locomotor
Non Locomotor

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

D namic Ph sical Education for Elementar School Children Dauer, Victor.
7th Edition, Minneapolis, Burgess Pu lis ing Co. 1983.

Physical Education for Elementary School Children, Kirschner, Glenn.
William C. Brown, Publishers, 4th Edition, Debuque, 1980.

Elementary Physical Education, Turner, Lowell (Bud) F., Turner, Susan L.,
Peck Publication, 1977.
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a

CONTENT

I. Locomotor
walking
running .

skipping
jumping

hopping
sliding
galloping
leaping

2. Non-locomotor
stretching
twisting
turning
bending
rocking
swinging
pushing
pulling

FUNDAMENTAL MOVEMENT

STUDENT OUTCOMES

la. The student understands
the role and use of
locomotor movement in
all activities that
involve movement. (C)

lb. The student demonstrates
improvement in locomotor
movement as applied in
various activities. (P)

lc. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the actiyities. (A)

2a.. The student understands
the role and use of non-
locomotor movement in
various activities. (C)

2b. The student demonstrates
improvement in non-
locomotor movement as
applied in various
activities. (P)

2c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes
during the activities.

(A)
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Lt ,
TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

la. The teacher provides
information on the role

and use of locomotor
movement in all
activities.

lb. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation in activities
using locomotor movement.

lc. The teacher encourages
cooperative participatibn
in locomotor activities.

2a. The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration of non-locomotor
movement.

2b. The teacher provides for
maximum safe practice and
participation in non-
locomotor movements in
activities.

2c. The teacher encourages
use of non-locomotor
movement in daily
activities and encourages
effort, cooperation and
achievement.



FUNDAMENTAL MOVEMENT

MIDDLE SCHOOL/JUNIOR HIGH
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

As with any sound educational program, the activities listed in this scope
and sequence are based upon skills learned at the previous grade level.
Therefore, in observing the K-12 progression of activities it should be
noted that skills appearing at the introductory level for more than one
grade level indicate introduction in a different form or movement pattern
and at a progressively higher skill level.

This series of scope and sequence charts illustrates the suggested
developments) phases of a variety of activities representing the seven
strands of the curriculum guidelines. Although the primary focus of these.
charts is in the psychomotor domain, the integration of all three domains
is essential to a sound program in physical education.

STRAND: Fundamental Movement KEY I = Introduce
R = Refine/Review
E = Expand
0 = Optional

SKILLS

Locomotor

Non-Locomotor

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

R/E R/E R/E

R/E R/E R/E
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STRAND 11

GYMNASTICS

STRAND STATEMENT

The gymnastics strand provides the opportunity to continue movement educa-
tion through the use of gymnastics apparatus and tumbling skills. These
activities develop muscular strength, flexibility, improved posture,
Wand/eye, foot/eye coordination and balance. Gymnastics can also develop
greater self confidence, creative expression, cooperative participation and
responsible behavior. In preparing for a gymnastics unit, teachers should
be aware that body type and upper body strength are directly related to
performance. Students shGuld demonstrate a readiness to proceed to more
difficult activities by passing a readiness test. (An example of an
evaluative instrument may be found in the ;.S. Gymnastics Safety Manual.)

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

If the student is unable to demonstrate proficiency with one of the skills
at this level, refer to the Elementary School Guidelines for fundamental
skill- progression.

1. Floor Exercise

2. Large Apparatus: (Warm up, safety, spotting)

vaulting horse
parallel bars
uneven bars
pommel horse
still rings
horizontal bar

balance beam

3. Tumbling/Stunts: (warm up, safety, spotting)

Based an inaividual student readiness and fundamentally sound
progressions.

Individual and Group Stunts:

Human pyramids
Angel

Statue
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SUGGESTED REFERENCES

Gymnastics for Men and Gymnastics for Woment Hughes, Eric.

Gymnastics for Women Drury, Blanche, Jessen, and Schmid, Andrew. Bodo -

Pa lo Alto, National Press Books, 1970.

Gymnastics Safety Manual, U.S. Gymnastics Safety Association. 424 "C"

Street, Washington D.C. 20002.

Introductory Gymnastics: A Guide for Coaches and Teachers, Gene Schembri.
Australian Gymnastic Federation, P.O. Box 180, Moor Abbin, Victoria
3189 Australia.
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GYMNASTICS

CONTENT STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

1. Floor Exercise la. The student understands la.

the history, composition,
evaluation, safety

requirements and guide-
lines for performing a

floor exercise routine.
(C)

lb. The student shows profi- lb.

ciency in developing,
performing and spotting
others in a floor exercise
routine. (P)

lc. The student demonstrates lc.

cooperative behavior,

proper etiquette, a
general willingness to
participate, observable
leadership skills, and an

appreciation for the
activity. (A)

2. Large Apparatus 2a. The student understands the 2a.

history, rules, safety
procedures, spotting
falling techniques, and the
use and care of gymnastics
equipment. (C)

2.1a. The student understands that
gymnastics consists of
floor exercise, I. ance

beam, vault, uneven bars,
parallel bars, rings,
high bar, and pommel

horse. (C)

-57-
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The teacher provides
information and demon-

strations on the history,
composition, evaluation,
rules of safety and
guidelines in performing
a floor exercise routine.

The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
students to safely
develop, practice,
perform and spot a floor
exercise routine.

The teacher encourages
continued participation
in floor exercise
routines and acknowl-
edges cooperative

behavior.

The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration on history,
rules, safety procedures
of gymnastics, the use
and care of equipment,
spotting techniques, and
gymnastics skills
relating to large
apparatus.



GYMNASTICS

CONTENT STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

2. Large Apparatus 2b. The student shows profi-
(Continued) ciency in spotting tech-

niques, correct falling and
bailing out techniques,
routines consisting of
various movements, mounts,
and dismounts on gymnastic
equipment; and demonstrates
improvement in large appara-
tus activities based on
individual skill levels and
progressions. (P)

2c. The student demonstrates

cooperative participation
and positive attitude
during the activities. (A)

3. Tumbling/Stunts 3a. The stuaent understands
that tumbling activities
consist of rolling,

balancing, and springing
movements, spotting and
falling techniques, and
the various safety pro-
cedures involved in
tumbling and stunts. (C)

3b. The student shows pmfi-
ciency in tumbling and
demonstrates improvement on
an individual level as
assessed by a pre-test,

post-test evaluation, (P)

3c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes
during the activities. (A)

-58-

2b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation and skill

development in gymnastics
activities.

2c. The teacher encourages
continued participation
and cooperation in
gymnastic activities.

3a. The teacher provides
information on tumbling/
stunts, safety pro-
procedures, spotting/
falling techniques and
demonstrations of
tumbling/stunts.

3b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities
for safe participation
and practice in
tumbling/stunt activities
matched to each indivi-
duals ability level.

3c. The teacher encourages
cooperative and continued
participation in
tumbling/stunts in
activities.
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GYMNASTICS

MIDDLE SCHOOL/JUNIOR HIGH
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

As with any sound educational program, the activities listed in this scope
and sequence are based upon skills learned at the previous grade level.
Therefore, in observing the K-12 progression of activities it should be
noted that skills appearing at, the introductory level for more than one
grade level indicate introduction in a different form or movement pattern
and at a progressively higher skill level.

This series of scope and sequence charts illustrates the suggested
developmental phases et a variety of activities representing the seven
strands of the curriculum guidelines. Although the primary focus of these
charts is in the psychomotor domain, the integration of all three domains
is essential to a sound program in physical education.

STRAND: Gymnastics KEY I = Introduce
R = Refine/Review
E = Expand
0 = Optional

SKILLS

Tumbling and Stunts

Animal Movement

Individual Stunts

Dual Stunts

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

R/E R/E RYE

0 0 0

I/O I/O I/O

I/O I/O I/O

Group Stunts I/O I/O I/O

Winces I/O I/O I/O

Floor Exercise

Gymnastics- I R/E R/E

-59-
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STRAND: Gymnastics
(Continued)

KEY I = Introduce
R = Refine/Review
E = Expand
0 = Optional

GYMNASTICS

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Apparatus

Even parallel bars I R/E R/E

Horizontal bars i R/E R/E

Still rings I R/E R/E

'Pommel horse 0 I R/E

Long horse vaulting 0 0 I

Uneven Parallel bars

Balance Beam (High)

Side Horse Vaultin

I R/E R/E

I R/E R/E,

R/E R/E

0
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STRAND III

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

STRAND STATEMENT

The purpose of the leisure activities strand is to provide students with
knowledge in leisure activities and the skills involved so that students
can perform these activities on their own oustide the normal school
setting. &ice learned, 1 eisure activities can prOvi desati sfacti on ,
relaxation, physical fitness, and entertainment throughout life. Most of
these activities accommodate a wide range of skill-levels and physical
abilities. Through instruction in leisure activities students learn to'
enjoy movement in &realm other than through organized sports.

In addition leisure activities are valuable in refining social "skills whVh
are important in other situationsin everyday life and which can result 'n
more responsible behavior.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

If the student is unable to demonstrate proficiencj with skills at this
level refer to the Elementary Guidelines for fundamental skill development.

Archery
Bicycling
Bowling
Fishing
Flying Disc
Hiking /Backpacking
Horse Shoes/Lawn Darts
Orienteering
Roll erskating/I ce Skating
Self Defense
Swimming
Table Tennis

Additional activities are listed in scope and sequence.

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

A Child is Not a Little Adult, Modified Approaches to Sport for Australian
Children. Winter, Gillian, Hobart: Division of Recreation, Education
Departments and the Tasmanian State Schools Sports Council, 1983.0 .

Sold in the USA: North American Sport Institute, 4985 Oak Garden Dr.,
Kernesville, NC 27284.

Mountain Wilderness Survival Craig E. Patterson. And/Or Press, Inc.
Berkely, Calif.
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Tom Brown's Field Guide to Nature Observation and Tracking, Tom Brown, Jr.
Berkley Books, New York. 1983.

' Tom Brown's Field Guide to Wilderness Survival, Tom Brown, Jr. Berkley
Books, New York. 1983,

The Complete Book of Ldng Distance and Competitive Cycling, Doughty, Tom.
Simon and Schuster, New York. 1983.

The Cooperative Sports and Games Book, Orlick, Terry. New York: Pantheon
ooks, 1978.,

The. New Games Book, Fluegelman, Andrew, New York: Doubleday, 1972.

The Truth About Self Protection` Aysob. Bantam Books. New York,
Toronto, London, Sydney, 1983.

I.

z

iz
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COVENT

1. Swimming

Archery

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

la. The student understands la.

appropriate safety pro-
cedures used in and
around the water; the
basic swimming skills of;
graded immersion, open
eyes under water, blow
bubbles, jelly, kicking,
fish float, supine float,
vertical float; and the
basic swimming strokes:
crawl, elementary back
stroke, back crawl, and a
front dive. (C)

lb. The student demonstrates lb.

proficiency ann improvement
in fundamental swimming
skills as objectively
measured on an individual

basis. (P)

lc. The si-eJent demonstrates lc.

cooperative participation
and a positive attitude in
the activities. (A)

2a. The student understands the
history, rules, selection,
maintenance and use of
,archery equipment end the
skills of ardlery, e.g.
bracing and unnracing tfae

bow, stance, posture, grip,
necking, aiming, draw,
release; follow through,
and the appropriate safety

procedures. (C)

2b. The student demonstrates

proficiency and improve-
ment in fundamental archery
skills, safety pfoc4ures
and proper use and care of
equipment: (P)

The teacher provides
information on safety
procedures to be used in
and around the water, and
provides information and
demonstration of swimming
skills.

The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and skill
development in swimming
activities based on
individual performance

levels.

The teacher encourages
cooperative participation
in aquatic activities.

2a. The teacher provides
information on the
history, rules, and

safety procedures and
provides demonstration
of archery skills and
proper care and use of
equipment.

2b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice in archery
activities.



CONTENT

2. Archery
(continued)

3. Backpacking/
Hiking

4. Cycling

STUDENT OUTCOMES

2c. The student demonstrates
cooperative,participation
and positive attitudes
r ing the activity. (A)

3a. The student understands the
strategies and safety pro-
cedures of backpacking/
hiking; the importance of
environmental protection;
and the skills of backpack-
ing/hiking, e.g., survival,
fire building, shelter
construction, map and
compass reading, and equip-
ment selection. (C)

3b. The student demonstrates

proficiency in the skills
and knowledge of back-
packing/hiking. (P)

3c. The student demonstrates
cobperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

2c. The teacher encourages
safe and cooperative
participation in archery
activities.

3a. The teacher provides
information on back-
packing/hiking skills,
safety procedures,
strategies, environ-
mental protection and
provides demonstration of
backpacking/hiking
skills.

3b. The teacher provides .

maximum opportunities to
practice and participate
safely in backpacking/
hiking skills.

3c. The teacher encourages
cooperative participation
in safe backpacking/
hiking activities.

4a. The student understands the 4a.

history, safety procedures,
and traffic laws of
cycling; the use, main-

tenance, and selection of
bicycles; and the skills
involved in cycling, e.g.,
shifting, pedaling, braking,
starting; steering,
balance, hand signaling,
riding in traffic, defen-
sive riding, and riding in
groups. (C)

4b. The student-demonstrates 4b.

proficiency and improvement
in fundamental cycling

skills,''safety procedures
and care of equipment. (P)

tl
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The teaches provides
informatinn on history,
traffic laws, safety
procedures, use, main-
tenance, and selection o;
bicycles and provides
information and demon-

stration cf bicycle
skills, use, maintenance,
and selection of
bicycles.

The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for

safe practice and partici-
pation in bicycle skill
activities.



CONTENT

4. Cycling

(continued)

5. Bowling

6. Fishing

STUDENT OUTCOMES

4c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

5a. The student understands the
history, rules, safety,
strategies, scoring pro-
cedures and the fundamental
skills of bowling, e.g.,
grip, stance, aim,
approach, arm swing,
release, and follow
through. (C)

5b. The student demonstrates
proficiency and improvement
in the fundamental skills

of bowling. (P)

5c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and a positive attitude
during the activity. (A)

6a. The student understands the

laws, safety procedures,
maiotenance of equipment,
strategies of fishing, and
the skills involved in
fishing, e.g., set up,
tieing knots, baiting,

casting, water placement,
setting hooks, and removing
hooks. (C)

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

4c. The teacher encourages
cooperative partici-
pation and positive
attitude in class.

5a. The teacher provides
information on the
history, rules, safety,
strategies, and scoring
of bowling and provides
demonstration of bowling
skills.

5b. The teacher provides
opportunities for safe
practice and partici-
pation in bowling.

5c. The teacher encourages
cooperative participation
and a positive attitude
throughout the unit.

6a. The teacher provides
provide information on
the laws, safety pro-
cedures, maintenance of
equipment, and strategies
of fishing and provides
demonstration of fishing
skills.

6b. The student demonstrates 6b.

proficiency and improvement
in the fundamental skills
of fishing. (P)

6c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in

the activities. (A)
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The teacher provides
maximum safe practice
opportunities of fishing
skills.

6c. The teacher encourages
cooperative participation

and positive attitude
in fishing activities.



CONTENT

7. Flying Disc

8. Horseshoes

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

7a. The student understands the
history, rules, safety
procedures: strategies
of flying disc, and the
fundamental skills of
flying discs, e.g., grips,
stance, delivery, release,
follow through, and
reception. (C)

7b. The student demonstrates

proficiency and improvement
in the fundamental skills
of flying disc activities.

(P)

7c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

8a. The student understands the
history, rules, safety, and
strategics of horseshoe
pitching and the skills of
horseshoes, e.g., grip,
aim, stance, pitch, release
and follow through. (C)

8b. The student demonstrates
improvement and proficiency
in the fundamental skills
of horseshoe pitching. (P)

8c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)
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7a. The teacher provides
information on the
history, rules, safety
procedures, strategies
of flying discs and
provides demonstration of
the fundamental skills of
flying discs.

7b. The teacher provides
maximum safe practice for
students to develop
fundamental skill in
flying disc activities.

7c. The teacher encourages
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
flying disc activities.

8a. The teacher provides

information on the
history, rules, safety,

and strategies of horse-
shoe pitching and
provides demonstrations
of the fundamental skills
of horseshoe pitching.

8b. The teacher provides
practice opportunities
for students to develop

fundamental skill in

hor 'oe pitching.

8c. The teacher encourages
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
horseshoe pitching.



CONTENT

9. Orienteering

10. Rollerskating/

Ice Skating

STUDENT OUTCOMES

9a. The student understands the
history, rules, strategies,
and safety procedures of
orienteering and the skills
of orienteering, e.g.,
map and compass reading,
distance estimation,

terminology and selection
of equipment, and navi-
gation. (C)

9b. The student demonstrates
proficiency and improvement
in the fundamental skills
of orienteering. (P)

9c. The student demonstrates

cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in

the activities. (A)

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

9a. The teacher provides
information on the
history, rules, safety
procedures, and strate-

gies of orienteering and
provides demonstrations
of fundamental orienteer-
ing skills and strate-
gies.

9b. The teacher provides
practice opportunities
for safe participation in
orienteering activities.

9c. The teacher encourages
cooperative participation
in orienteering activi-
ties.

10a. The student understands the 10a

rules and safety procedures
of skating% the care, use

and proper fitting of
equipment; and the funda-
mental skills of skating,
e.g., forward movement,
backward movement, changing
direction, turning, jump-
ing, stopping, and proper
falling/getting up tech-
niques. (C)

10b. The student demonstrates
, proficiency and improvement

in the fundamental skills
of skating. (P)

loc. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
skating activities. (A)
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. The teacher provides
information on the rules
and safety procedures cf
skating; the care, use
anu proper fitting of
equipment; and informa-

tion on fundamental
skills of ,kating.

10b. The teacher provides
maximum practice oppor-
tuhities for the safe
develop rf fundamental
skills in skating
activities.

10c. The teacher encourages
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
rollerskating activities.

1



CONTENT

11. Self Defense

12. Table Tennis

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

lla. The student understands the lla.

strategies, safety pro-
cedures, and the basic
skills of self-defense,
e.g., anticipation
avoidance, deflection,
blocking, striking, fall-
ing, and natural body
weapons. (C)

11b. The student demonstrates

skills and strategies in
self-defense situations,
appropriate response in
self defense situations,
and cooperative partici-
pation and positive
attitudes in the activi-
ties. (P)

11c. The student demonstrates
a cooperative and safe
attitude regarding self
defense skills. (A)

The teacher provides
information and demon-
strations on the strate-
gies and safety pro-
cedures of self-defense.

11b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
the safe development and
practice of self-defense
skills.

11c. The teacher encourages
continued practice and
maintenance of the
proper attitude used in
self-defense.

12a. The student understands the 12a.

history, rules, safety
procedures, strategies and
skills of table tennis,
e.g., grip, serving, fore-
hand, backhand, smash,
lob, and spin. IC

12b. The student demonstrates, 12b.

proficiency and improvement
in fundamental table tennis
skills, safety procedures,
and use and care of equip-
ment. (P)

12c. The student demonstrates

cooperative participatiqn
and positive attitudes
during the activity. (A)
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The teacher provides
information on the
history, rules, safety
procedures, and strate-
gies of table tennis and
provides demonstration of
table tennis skills.

The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
practice and participa-
tion in table tennis
activities.

12c. The teacher encourages
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
table tennis activities.
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MIDDLE SCHOOL/JUNIOR HIGH
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

As with any sound educational program, the activities listed in this scope
and sequence are based upon skills learned at the previous grade level.
Therefore, in observing the K-12 progression of activities it should be
noted that skills appearing at the introductory level for more than one
grade level indicate introduction'in a different form or movement pattern

and at a progressively higher skill level.

This series of scope and sequente charts illustrates the suggested
developmental phases of a variety of activities represenOng the seven
strands of the curriculum guidelines. Although the primary focus of these

charts is in the psychomotor domain, the integration of all three domains
is essential to a sound program in physical education.

STRAND: Leisure Activities KEY I = Introduce

R = Refine/Review
E = Expand
0 = Optional

SKILLS K i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Camping

Archery

Fishing

0 0 0

0 0 0

Bicycling I/O I/O I/O

Cackpacking/Hiking 0 0 0

Boating/Water Safety

Bowlin

0 0 0

0 0 0

Rollerskating/Ice Skating I/O I/O I/O

Fencing 0 0 0

Shuffleboard 0 0 0
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4

STRAND: Leisure Activities
(Conti nuect )

KEY I = Introduce
R = Refine /Review
E = Expand
0 = Optional

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

SKILLS

Orienteering

Table Tennis

Swimmin' (A uat cs)

Fl in. Disc

Horseshoes/Lawn Darts

Skiing

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

0 0 0

I/O I/O I/O

0 0 0

0 0 0

I/O I/O I/O

0 0

Equestrian 0 0
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STRAND IV

PHYSICAL FITNESS

STRAND STATEMENT

The physical fitness strand provides insights into the systems and
functions of the body and how they are affected by movement and exercise.
Physical fitness promotes better body functioning.to increase energy and
aids in the daily performance of activities. Tt prepares one to cope
better with many types of emergencies as well as serving as an outlet for
the release of tension and emotion while promoting relaxation. Physical

fitness makes one less susceptible to degenerative diseases (cardiovascular
disease, etc.) and aids in postponing and'reducing deteriorations that
accompany aging. Physical fitness improves physical appearance, aids in
mainaining -proper'Weight, helps maintain proper posture, reduces the
occurrence of back trouble, contributes to the maintenance joint mobility,
and helps one to feel better about oneself.

The four content'areas of physical fitness are: body composition, flexi-
bility, endurance (cardiovascular, cardiorespiratory, and muscular) and
strength (cardiovascular, cardiorespiratory, and muscular).

Physical fitness makes a significant contribution to the total well-being
of all students. Therefore, this program should be integrated into the
physical education curriculum and not be taught only as an isolated unit of
instruction.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES:

If the student is unable to demonstrate proficiency with one or more of the
skills at this level, refer to the Elementary Guidelines for fundamental
skill progressions.

/

Cardiorespiratory Eridurance
Flexibility
Muscular Strength and EndLrznce
Body Composition

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

1. AAHPERD Lifetime Health Related Physical Fitness Test, Physical

Fitness, 1981, Hockey, pub]. Mosby.

2. AAHPERD Youth Fitness Test., AAHPERD, Reston, Virginia.

3. Fitness forlife Corbin, Charles B., and Lindsey, Ruth. Glenview,

IL: Scott,FOTiman, 1979.

4. Fit or Fat, Bailey, Covert. 1978 and 1983, Houghton Mifflin.

5. Fit To Be You Teachers Guide, Pres. Council on Physical Fitness and
Sports. Walt Disney-Ed. Media Co.
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CONTENT

1. Endurance
Cardiovascular
Cardiorespiratory
Muscular

PHYSICAL FITNESS

STUDENT OUTCOMES

la .

lb.

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

The student understands la.

that cardiovascular,
cardirespiratory, and
muscular endurance are
important components of
physical fitness and
activity performance;
how the principles of
exercise tolerance,
warm-up, cool down,
progression, specificity,
and regularity relate
to endurance development;
and how to develop
increased levels of cardio-

vascular, cardiorespira-
tory, and muscular

endurance. (C)

The student participates in lb.

various activities in order
to demonstrate improvement
in endurance. (P)

lc. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A) .
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The teacher proyides
information on cardio-
vascular, cardio-
respiratory, and muscular
endurance development
and their relationships
to activity performance
and physical fitness.

The teacher provides
maximum opportunity for

the student to partici-
pate safely in cardio-
vascular, cardiorespira-
tory, and muscular
endurance activities,
e.g., distance running,
interval running, jump
rope, weight training
with light weight and
maximum repetitions.

1c. The teacher encourages
students to improve
and maintain their
cardiovascular, cardio-
respiratory, and muscular
endurance and to parti-

cipate cooperatively with
others.



CONTENT

2. Flexibility

3. Strength
Cardiovascular
Cardiorespiratory
Muscular

PHYSICAL FITNESS

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

2a. The student understands
that flexibility is the

ability to move a parti-
cular joint through a range
of motion; the structure
and function of joints;

the principles of warm up,
cool down, specificity, and
regularity as related to
f,exi bility development; and
that preparation of body
joints and muscles leads to
improved performance and is
vital prior to activity. (C)

2b. The student participates
daily in individual activi-
ties designed to demon-
strate improvement in
flexibility. (P)

2c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitude in
the activities. (A)

3a. The student understands
that cardiovascular,
cardiorespiratory, zind
muscular strength are
important components of
physical fitness and
activity performance;
how the principles of
overload, progression,
specificity, and
regularity relate to
strength development; and
how to develop and maintain
cardiovascular, cardio-
respiratory and muscular
strength. (C)
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2a. The teacher provides
information and demon-
strates on flexibility
and its relationship to
activity performance and
physical fitness and
examples of warm up, cool
down, specificity, and
regularity as they relate

to flexibility and the
preparationof the body
for physical activity.

2b. The teacher provides on-
going safe practice to
improve flexibility
through daily stretching
routines to include each
joint of the body, e.g.,

shoulder circles, neck
stretch, quad stretch,
heel cord stretch,
lateral stretch.

. 2c. The teacher encourages

cooperative and positive
attitudes.

79

3a. The teacher provides

information on cardio-
vascular, cardio-
respiratory, and muscular

strength development and
its relationship to
activity performance and
physical fitness.



CONTENT STUDENT OUTCOMES

3b. The student participates
daily in individual activi-
t'ies designed to demon-

strate individual improve-
ment in strength. (P)

3c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

4. Body 4a. The student understands
Composition that body composition is

related to physical and
mental well being; that
body composition is the
make up of the body-in lean
and fat body mass; the
relationship of body
composition to weight tnd
activity performance; and
how the principles of
nutrition, sleep/rest,
harmful substances, and
recovery relate to body

composition. (C)

4b. The student demonstrates
improvement in body
composition where a need
is shown through an
objective test of body
composition, e.g., skin
fold. (P)

4c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)
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PHYSICAL FITNESS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

3b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunity
for the student to parti-
cipate and practfce
safely in cardiovascular,
cardiorespiratory, and
muscular strength activi-
ties, e.g., jump rope,
jogging, push ups, bar
hang, curl ups.

3c. The teacher encourages,
students to improve and
maintain their cardio-
vascular, cardio-
respiratory, and muscular
strength.

4a. The teacher provides
information on body
composition and its
effects on physical/
mental well being, weight
and activity performance
and how nutrition, sleep
and rest relate to body

composition.

4b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities to
participate safely in
physical activities that

require the continued use
of knowledge leading to
desirable body composi-
ticiii.

4c. The teacher encourages
students to participate
cooperatively and with a
positive attitude.
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PHYSICAL FITNESS

MIDDLE SCHOOL/JUNIOR HIGH
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

As with any sound eduLational program, the activities listed in this scope
and sequence are based upon skills learned at the previous grade level.
Therefore, in observing the K-12 progression of activities it should be
noted that skills appearing at the introductory level for more than one
grade level indicate introduction in a different form or movement pattern
and at a progressively higher skill level.

This series of scope and sequence charts illustrates the suggested

developmental phases of a variety of activities representing the seven
strandsciof the curriculum guidelines. Although the primary fac!s of these
charts is in the psychomotor domain, the integration of all three domains
is essential to a sound program in physical education.

STRAND: Phyzical Fitness KEY I = Introduce
R = Refine/Review
E = Expand t

0 = Optional

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 -12
., .

Body Composition R/E R/E R/E

Flexibility R/E R/E R/E
,

Endurance

Cardiovascular

Cardiorespiratory

e

R/E R/E R/E

R/E R/E R /E'

O

Muscular R/E R/E R/E

Strength

Cardiovascular R/E R/E R/E

Cardires iratory R/E R/E R/E

Muscular R/E R/E R/E

81
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STRAND V

RHYTHMS

STRAND STATEMENT

The rhythms strand provides students with the opportunity to engage in
various forms of movement to music. Rhythms provide opportunities for the
students to meet their developmental needs by parti:ipating in activities
of a social and recreational nature that can be used during leisure time.
Rhythms stimulate the student's insight, understanding, and appreciation
of many cultures.

Rhythmic activities can promote physical fitness, and increased enjoyment
and interest in movement.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

Wthe student is unable to demonstrate proficiency with one or more skills
at this level, refer to the Elementary Guidelines for fundamental skill

, progressions.

Aerobic (Dance)
Social /Ball room

Folk/Round
Fad/Popular/Contemporary
Square

SJ1GESTED REFERENCES

Dance A While, Harris; Jane; Pittman, Anne M.; and Waller, Marlys S., 5th
Ed. Minneapolis, Minn. ,Burgess Publishing Co. 1978.

/

NA
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CONTENT

I, -.Aerobic Dance la.

STUDENT OUTCOMES

2 SAciA:naltroc4,
Folk/Round,
Uwe, Fa4
Dances

RHYTHMS

The student unaerstanas
that the principles of
aerobic dance Inclorie

safety, exercise L))erance,
anyn. pro

Irey,Is,,, specificity and
req0ler1Ly as they relate

to aerobic dance
awl skiff is involved in

aerobic denct (C)

1h. The student demonstrates

proficiency and
tent in the fundamental

and intermediate skills
of itei-oMc dance. (P)

lc. The stodeht demonstrates
cowerat've part,ci2atin

positive attitudes in
tt.4 activtties. (A

2a. The student understands the

safet- etiquetee, history,
tecb,,iques, benefits, and

basic steps of social
dances. (C)

2b. The student demonstrates
proficiency in the funaa=
mental skills of various
social dances, e.g., Kora,
Korubushka, Mayim, Virginia
Reel, La Raspa, Mexican
Clap Dance. (P)

2c. The student demonsixates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

-4-77-

1Ww!NS IXPLICATIONS

la. Thle.teacher provides
information and demon
stration of the princi-
ples ena benefits of
aerobic dance.

ih. The teacher provides
ma-Aimum opportunities
for safe participation
in vigorous aerobic
dance patterns.

lc. The teacher encourages

continued cooperative
participation and use of

aerobic aanee.

2a. The teacher provides
infomation and oemon-
stratioo of vario,s

social dances,

file teacher provides

maximem opportunities for
safe participation and
practice in various

social dances.

2c. The teachev encourages
continued cooperative
ticipation in dance
activities.



MIDDLE SCHOOL/JUNIOR HIGH
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

As with any sound educational program, the activities listed in this scope
and sequence are based upon skills learned at the previous grade level.
Therefore, in observing the K-12 progression of activities it should be
noted that skills appearing at the introductory level for more than one
grade level indicate introduction in a different form or movement pattern
and at a progressively higher skill level.

This series of scope and sequence charts illustrates the suggested
developmental phases of a variety of activities representing the seven
stranas of the curriculum guidelines. Although the primay focus of these
charts is in the psychomotor domain, the integration of all three domains
is essential to a sound program in physical education.

STRAND: Rhythms KEY I = Introduce
R = Refine/Review
E = Expand
0 = Optional

RHYTHMS

SKILLS

Aerobic Dance

Dancercize

Social Dance

Ballroom

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

R/E R/E R/E

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

Folk (Round)

Square /Control Dance

Current Popular Dance

Creative Rhythms

Singing Games and Dance

R/E R/E R/E

R/E R/E R/E

0 0 0

0 0 0

0, 0 0
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STRAND VI

SMALL APPARATUS

STRAND STATEMENT

The apparatus strand provides the opportunity for the student to continue
his/her movement educaticA through the use of individual apparatus (jump
ropes, hoops, juggling, etc.) and group apparatus (cage ball, parachute,
etc.). These activities develop muscular strength, cardiovascular
endurance, flexibility, improved posture, hand-eye/foot-eye coordination,
and balance. Individual and group apparatus activities can enhance
creative expression, self-confidence, cooperative participation, and
responsible behavior.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

If the student is unabla to demonstrate proficiency with one or mo:e of the
skills at this level, refer to the Elementary Guidelines for fundamental
skill progression.

Individual/Group specific apparatus activities are dependent on the
availability of equipment at individual schools.

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

Alternative Sports and Games for the New Physical Education, Turner, Bud,
Turner; Susan, Peek Publications, 1984.

Physical Education for Elementary School Children Dauer, Victor,
Dynamic. Minneapolis: Burgess Publ. "Co., 1983.
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SMALL APPARATUS

CONTENT STUDENT OUTCOMES

1. Individual/Group la,

Apparatus
Peg Board
Climbing Rope
Climbing Bar
Jump Rope
Scooter Board
Juggling lb.

Unicycle
Hoop
Wand
Foot Gag
Parachute
Cage Ball
Scooter Boards
Blanket

Volleyball
Tug of War lc.

Obstacle Course

r

The student understands
the fundamental techniques
and benefits of using
individual/group apparatus
safely and appropriately.
(C)

The student demonstrates
improvement in the use
of small apparatus as
assessed by an objective
evaluative instrument.

(p)

The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

-80- 86

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

la. The teacher provides
information and demon-
strations of the funda-
mental and safe use of
individual/group
apparatus.

lb. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation in activities
using individual/group
apparatus and encourages
continued use of
individual/group
apparutus.

lc. The teacher encourages
cooperative partici-
pation in individual/
group apparatus activi-
ties and acknowledges
effort and achievement
of individual students.



c

SMALL APPARATUS

MIDDLE SCHOOL/JUNIOR HIGH
SCOPE' ND SEQUENCE

As with any sound educational program, the activities listed in this scope
and sequence are based upon skills learned at the previous grade level.
Therefore, in observing the K-12 progression of activities it should be
noted that skills appearing at the introductory level for more than one
grade level indicate introduction in u different form or movement pattern
and at a progressively higher skill level.

This series of scope and sequence charts illustrates the suggested
developmental phases of a variety of activities representing the seven
strands of the curriculum guidelines. Although the'primary focus of these
charts is in the psychomotor domain, Cle integration of all three domains
is essential to a sound program in physical education.

STRAND: Small Apparatus KEY I

R

E

0-

= Introduce
= Refine/Review
= Expand

= Optional

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Individual/Group

Juggling I/R E 0

Unicycle i/R E 0

Foot Bag (Hacky Sack) I/R E 0

Jump Ropes I/R E 0

Rope /Peg Board Climbin I/R E 0

Group

Blanket Volleyball I/R E 0

Cage Ball/Earth Ball I/R E 0

Tug-o-War . I/R E 0

Parachute I/R E 0

Obstacle Course R E 0

N
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STRAND VII

SPORTS SKILLS

STRAND STATEMENT

The s ports skills strand provides students with the opportunity to engage
in various individual, dual, and team activities. These activities help
students to meet their physical needs by participating in sports that
develop the ability, skill, knowledge, and the appreciation necessary to
enjoy a wide variety o_f acti viti es throughout life. Whi 1 e individual /dual

sports emphasize one or two people competing, team sports emphasize group
cooperation in addition to competition.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

If the student is unable to demonstrate minimum proficiency in the skills
1 isted at this 1 evel , refer to the El ementary Curriculum Gui del ines -for

fundamental skill progressions.

Individual /Dual

Badminton
Golf
Handball
Pi ckl eba I I

Racquetball
Tennis
Track and Field

Team Sports

Basketball
Field Hockey
Flag/Touch Football
Fli ckerba 1 1

Floor Hockey
Hocker
Soccer
Softball
Speed ball /Speed-a-way

Team Handball
Volleyball

Additional activities are listed in scope and sequence.

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

Encyclo edia of Physical Education, Fitness and Sports, T.K. Curetan Jr.

Reading, Mass .: Addison Wesley, 1917.
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National Association for Girls and Women in Sports, American Alliance for
Health, P.E. and Recreation.

Guides

Golf
Basketball
Field Hockey
Soccer/Speedball
Flag Football

Softball
Tennis-Badminton
Track and Field
Volleyball

Physical Education Handbook, Seaton, Don, Schmottlach, Neil, Clayton,

Irene, Leibee, Howard, Messersmith, Lloyd. 7th Edition, Prentice-
Hall, Englewood, New Jersey, 1983.

. 89



SPORTS SKILLS

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

la. The student understands la.

the fundamental history,
rules, strategies, the

appropriate safety pro-
cedures, use and care of
equipment, and the skills
of badminton, e.g., ready

position, grips, serving,
forehand, backhand,
overhead clears, smash, and
drop shot. (C)

lb. The student applies and lb.

demonstrates proficiency in
skills, strategies, and
teamwork in badminton
activities and demonstrates
improvement in badminton
activities. (P)

lc. The student demonstrates lc.

cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

2a. The student understands the 2a.

fundament61 history, rules,
strategies, etiquette,
safety procedures: use
and care of golf equipment,
and the skills of golf,
e.g., stance, grip, swing,
and putting. (C)

2b. The student applies and 2b.

demonstratds skills and

strategies in golf activi-
ties, and demonstrates
improvement in golf
skills. (P)

90

The teacher provides
information on the
history, rules, and
safety procedures of
badminton and provides
demonstrations of the

correct use and care of
badminton equipment and
of basic badminton
skills.

The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation in a variety of
badminton activities.

The teacher encourages
continued cooperative
participation and team-
work in badminton
activities.

The teacher provides
information on the
history, rules, strate-
gies, etiquette, and
safety procedures of
golf and provides demon-
strations of use and
care of golf equipment
and of golf skills.

The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-

cipation in golf activi-
ties designed to increase
individual skills and
interest of individual
students.



CONTENT

2. Golf
(Continued)

3. Handball

.

)

4. Pickleball

LEARNING RESU!TS/COMPETENCIES

2c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation

and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

3a. The student understands the
history, rules, and strate-
gies of handball; the

,

safety procedures, use and
care of handball equipment;
and the skills of handball,
e.g., serving, underhand,
overhand, and sidearm return
strokes. (C)

3b. The student applies and
demonstrates skills,
strategies, and teamwork in
handball activities while
demonstrating improvement
in handball skills. (P)

3c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

4a. The student understands the
fundamental history, rules,
and strategies of pickle-

ball: the safety pro-
cedures, use and care of
pickleball equipment; and
the skills of pickleball,
e.g., ready position,
forehand, backhand, serve,
and volley. (C)

4b. The student applies and
demonstrates skills, --:-

strategies, and teamwork in
pictleball activities and
demonstrates improvement in
pickleball skins.' (P)

4c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities'. (A)

-85- 9 1

SPORTS SKILLS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

2c. The teacher encourages

cooperative and con-
tinued participation in
golf activities.

3a. The teacher provides

information on the
history, rules, and
safety procedures of
handball and provides
demonstrations of the
correct use and care of
handball equipment and
of handball skills.

3b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation in handball
activities.

3c. The teacher encourages
cooperative and continued
individual participation
in handball activities.

4a. The teacher provides
information on the
history, rules, and
safety procedures of
pickleball and provide7
demonstrations of the use
and care o1 pickleball
equipment and pickleball
skills.

4b. The teacher provides
'maximum opportunities for

safe practice and parti-
cipation in pickleball
activities.

)'

4c. The teach r encourages
continued artici pati on

and coope ative teamwork
in pickleball activities.



CONTENT

5. -I Racquetball

6, Tennis

/

SPORTS SKILLS

LEARNING RESULTS/COMPETENCIES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

5a. The student understands the
history, rules, and strate-
gies of racquetball ; the

safety procedures , use, and

care of racquetball equip-
ment; and the skills of
racquetball , e.g. , grip,

forehand, backhand, kill,
. passing, ceiling shot,

drop, and serve. (C)

5b. The student applies and
demonstrates skills,
strategies, and teamwork
in racquetball activities
while demonstrating

improvement in racquetball
skills. (P)

5c. The student remonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

6a. The student understands the
fundamental history, rules,
and strategies of tennis;

the safety procedures, use,
and care of tennis equip-
ment; and the skills of
tennis, e.g., ready posi-
tion, grips, serve,
forehand, backhand, lob,

volley, and smash. (C)

6b. The student applies and

demonstrates skills,
strategies , 'and teamwork in

tennis activities and
demonstrates individual

improvement. -(P)

6c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in

the activities. (A)

-86-
92

5a. The teacher provides
information on the
history, rules, and
safety procedures of
racquetball and provides
demonstrations of the
care and use of racquet-
ball equipment and
of racquetball skills.

5b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice ar.d parti-
cipation in various
racquetball activities.

o.

5c. The teacher encourages
cooperative and continued
participation in racquet-
ball activities.

6a. The teacher provides
information on the
history, rules , and

safety procedures of
tennis and provides demon-
strations of the use and

care of tennis equipment
and of tennis skills.

6b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation in various

tennis activities.

6e. The teacher encourages
continued cooperative
participation in tennis
activities and acknowl-
edges individual effort.



CONTENT LEARNING RES

7. Track and Field 7a. The st
funda

rules
the
and

me
tr

7

SPORTS SKILLS

ULTS/COMPETENCIES TEACHINr, IMPLICATIONS

udent understands the
mental history and-
of track and field;

safety procedures, use,
care of track equip-

nt; any, the skills of
ack and field, e.g.,

printing, starts, middle
distance, long distance,
hurdles, pole Vault,
discus, shot put, high
jump, long jump, triple
jump, and relays. (C)

b. The student applies and
demonstrates knowlulge'and
skills in track and field
activities while demon-
strating improvement in
track and, field activities
as presented. (P)

7c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation

and a positive attitude in
the activities. (A)

-87- 9 3

7a. The teacher provides
information on the
history, rules, strategy,
and safety procedures of
track and field and
provides demonstrations
of the use and care of
track equipment and of
track and field skills.

7b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice, partici-
pation, and skill
development in track and
field activities designed
for individual student
ability levels.

7c. The teacher encourages
continued cooperative
participation in track
and field activities and
acknowledges individual
achievement and effort.



CONTENT

TEAM SPORTS

1. Basketball

2. Field Hockey

LEARNING RESULTS/COMPETENCIES

SPORTS SKILLS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

la. The student understands the la.

Fundamental history, rules,
strategies, and safety
procedures of basketball
and the skills of basket-

ball, e.g., dribbling,
passing, shooting, guarding,
pivoting, catching, jumping,
and rebounding. (C)

lb. The student applies and lb.

demonstrates specific
fundamental and intermediate
skills, strategies, and
teamwork in basketball

activities and demonstrates
improvement in basketball
skills. (P)

lc. The student demonstrates lc.

cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

The teacher provides
information on the

history, rules, strate-
gies, and safety pro-
cedures of basketball
and provides demonstra-
tions of basketball
skills.

The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation in skill
development activities
for basketball.

The teacher encourages
cooperative participation
in basketball activities
and acknowledges indivi-
aual improvement.

2a. The student understands the 2a. The teacher provides
fundamental history, rules,
strategies, and safety
procedures of field hockey
and the skills of field
hockey, e.g., grip, dribble,
drive, scoop, pass, bully,
roll-in, tackle, dodge, and
goal-keeping. (C)

2b. The student applies and
demonstrates specific
fundamental and intermediate
skills, strategies, and
teamwork in_ field hockey

activities and demonstrates
improvement in field hockey
skills. (P)

2c. The student demonstrates

cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

-88-

information on the
history, rules, strate-
gies., and safety pro-
cedures of field hockey
and provides demonstra-
tions of field hockey
skills.

2b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for

safe practice and parti-
ci-0-311cm in various skill

related field hockey
activities.

2c. The teacher encourages
cooperative participation

in field hockey activi-
ties and acknowledges
individual achievement.

94'



CONTENT

3. Flag/Touch
Football

4. Flickerball

LEARNING RESULTS/COMPETENCIES

3a. The student understands the
fundamental history, rules,/
safety procedures,,anb
strategies'of flag'/touch

football and the skills of
football, e.g., passing,
catching, kicking, defend-
ing, blocking, centering,
and carrying the football.
(C)

SPORTS SKILLS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

3a. The t aclier provides

'nfo mation on the
ory, rules, safety

ocedures, and strate-
ies of football and

proildes demonstrations
of football skills.

3b. The student applies and 3b.

demcdstrates specific
f damental and intermediate
skills, strategies, and
teamwork in football

activities and demonstrates
improvement in football
skills. (P)

3c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in

the activities. (A)

4a. The student understands the
fundamental history, rules,
safety procedures, and
strategies of flickerball

and the skills of flicker-
ball, e.g., passing,
receiving, kicking, and
defending. (C)

4b. The student applies and

demonstrates specific
skills, cATategies, and
tearewprkAn flickerball
activities and demonstrates
imprOvement in flickerball
skills. (P)

4c. The 'student demonstrates
cooperative parti4pation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

-89-

The tocher provides
maximim opportunities' for.

safe practice and pati-
tipation in various
developmental activities
related to football. /,

3c. The teacher encourages
cooperative participation
ie football activities
and acknowledges indivi-
dual -Improvement.

4a. \The teacher provides

lnfor:matiofroOn the.

history, rules' safety
procedures, an strate-
gies of"'flickerbal)tand
provides demonstrations
of flickerball skills.

4b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation in flickerball

activities.

4c The teacher encourages
cooperative participation
in flickerball activi-
ties and acknowledges
individual improvement.



p
1.

CONTENT

5. Floor Hockey

IF

4

6. Hrfcker

LEARN1N6RESULTS/COMPETENCIES

The student understands tne

fundamental history, rules,
safety procedures, and
strategies 01 floor pockey
and the skills of floor
hockey, e.g., grip, stick
handling, dribbling, pass-
ing, receiving, shooting,
ond,goal tending. (C)

5b. The student applies and

demonstrates specific
skills, strategies, and
teamwork in floor hockey
activities and demonstrates
Improvement in floor hockey
skills. (P)

Sc. fte student demonstrates

cooperative participat On
and positive attitudes in
the activites (A)

5a. The student understands the
fundamental history, rules,
strategies, and safety
procedures of hocker ano

the skills of hocker, eq.,
dribbling;, goal shooting,
punching, kicking. (C)

6h. The student applies ana
demonstrates specific
skilrs, strdtegieSs and .
teamwork in hocker
ties and 1emonstrates
improvement in hocker
skills. (P)

SPnRfS SKPJ.S

TEACHING IMPL1CATIOTIS

5a. The teacher ProviaP
information on the
hi,;tory, rules, safety
procedures, and strate-
ves of floor hockey end
oro. les demonstrations
of floor hocey

6c. The student der:InstraiTs Sc

c.00lperatide participation

Ind positive attitudes in,

the activitie W

-9U-

The teacher Prr)'.'lle

oPOortanit'e, tor
practice and partic

'n floor tvic+z-,

Toe tacher
CoOveratIve WtiCiDA,..4("In
in ficor ttoCkey activi-

ties dh1 :.:04leages
iiprovenert

The *eacht,e pnuvlues
inf,rmrion on the
hi,,,t%)r, ruleS, Strati:-

VeS, and ,,afety pro,
cedunes of )1Cker Jetl
iorovidel, leliOnstrations

r14 hcfcor siiils,

The teache- prct,Ode
m4Aill14-71 opportwiitte-!, for

si( practice dn1 P4rt-
11"01ton in hooer

d:tiiltieS,

te4chep- encourdgi:,

cooporitty!: DarticipAtInh
1r
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CONTENT

7. Soccer

8. Softball

SPORTS SKILLS

LEARNING RESULTS/COMPETENCIES TEACHING IMPLICAIICNS

7a. The student understands the
fundamental history, rules,
safety procedures, strate-
gies and the skills of

soccer, e.g., dribbling,
passing, trapping, goal
keeping, tackling, heading,
kicking, and throw-ins.
(C)

7b. The student applies and
demonstrates specific
fundamental/intermediate

skills, strategies, and
teamwork in soccer activi-
ties and demonstrates

improvement in soccer
skills. 00)

7c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

7a. The teacher provides

information and demon-
stration on the history,
rules, safety procedures-,
and strateties of soccer.

7b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation in appropriate
soccer activities.

7c. The teacher encourages
cooperative participation
in soccer activities and
acknowledges individual
achievement.

8a. The student understands the 8a.
fundamental history, rules,

safety procedures, strate-
gies, and skills of soft-
ball, e.g., throwing, catch-
ing, fielding, batting, base
running, and pitching. (C)

8b. The student applies speci- 8b.
fic intermediate skills and
strategies and demonstrates

improvement in softball
skills. (P)

8c. The student demonstrates 8c.
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

-91-
97

The teacher provides
information/demonstra-

tion on the history,
rules, safety procedures,
skill and strategies of

softball.

The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation in softball
activities.

The teacher encourages
cooperative4participation
in softball activities

and acknowledges indivi-
dual improvement.



CONTENT

9. Speedball/
Speed-a-way

LEARNING RESULTS/COMPETENCIES

9a. The student understands the
history, rules, safety pro-
cedures, strategies and
skills of speedball/speed-a-

way,e.g., dribbling,
passing, kicking, throwing,
goal tending, trapping,
blocking, converting to air
ball. (C)

9b. The student applies speci-
fic skills, strategies, and
teamwork and demonstrates
improvement in speedball/
speed-a-way skills. (P)

9c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

SPORTS SKILLS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

-9a. The teacher provides

information and demon-
stration on the history,
rules, safety procedures,
skills and strategies of
speedball/speed-a-way,

9b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation in speedball/
speed-a-way activities.

9c. The teacher encourages
cooperative participation
in speedball/speed-a-way
activities and acknowl-
edges individual improve-
ment.

10. Team Handball 10a. The student understands the 10a.

fundamental history, rules,
strategies, safety pro-
cedures, and skills of team
handball, e.g., dribbling,
passing, pivoting, throw-
ing, catching, guarding,
and goal keeping. (C)

10b. The student applies speci- 10b.

fic fundamental skills,
strategies, teamwork and
demonstrates improvement in
team handball skills. (P)

100. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation

and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

-92-
98

The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration on the history,
rules, strategies, safety

procedures, and skills of
team handball.

The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and partici-
pation in team handball

activities.

10c. The teacher encourages

cooperative participation
in team handball activi-
ties and acknowledges
individual improvement.



CONTENT

SPORTS SKILLS

LEARNING RESULTS/COMPETENCIES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

IL _Volleyball _ _11a, The student_understands tpe
fundamental history, rules,
strategies, safety pro-
cedures, and basic- skills

of volleyball, e.g., over-
hand serving, forearm pass,
setting, digging, blocking,
and spiking. (C)

11b. The student is able to
apply specific intermediate
skills, strategies, and
teamwork during volleyball
activities and demonstrates
improvement in volleyball
skills. (P)

11c. The student demonstrates
cooperative participation
and positive attitudes in
the activities. (A)

-93- 99

lla. The teacher provides
infOrniation and demon-
stration on the history,
rules, strategies, safety
procedures, and skills of
volleyball.

11b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation in volleyball

appropriate drills and
activities.

11c. The teacher encourages
cooperative participation
in volleyball activities
and acknowledges indivi-
dual improvement.



SPORTS SKILLS

MIDDLE SCHOOL/JUNIOR HIGH
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

As with any sound educational program, the activities listed in this scope
-and-sequence are-base4-upon. learnPd at the_Rreviou5. grade level.
Therefore, in observing the K-12 progression of activities it should be
noted that skills appearing at the introductory level for more than one
grade level indicate introduction in a different form or movement pattern
and at a progressively higher skill level.

This series of scope and sequence charts illustrates the suggested
developmental phases of a variety of activities representing the seven
stranas of the curriculum guidelines. Although the primary focus of these
charts is in the psychomotor domain, the integration of all three domains
is essential to a sound program in physical education.

STRAND: .Sports Skills KEY I = Introduce
R = Refine/Review
E = Expand
0 = Optional

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Individual/Dual

Cross-Country 0 0 0

Golf 0 0 0/I

Track and Field R/E R/E R/E

weight Training 0 0 0

Team:

Badminton I I/R I/R

Basketball I I/R I/R

Lead-up

Field Hockey

Lead-up

0 0 0

Football (Flag/Touch) I I/R I/R

Lead-up

Pickleball I I/R I/R
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STRAND: Sports Skills
(continued)

X -4

KEY I = Introduce

R = Refine/ReView
D = Expand
0 = Optional

SPORTS SKILLS

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Racquetball 04.0/I 0/I

Soccer I/R I/R R/E

Lead -up

Tennis on on 0/I

Volleyball I/R R/E R/E

Lead-up
Speedball/
Speed-a-way 0/I I/R I/R

Team Handball 0/I I/R I/R

Flickerball 0/I 0/I 0/I
....9

Floor Hockey 0/I I/R I/R

Softball 0/I I/R I/R

Hocker 0/I I/R I/R

Cro uet 0 0 0

Self Defense
(Martial Arts) 0 0 0

Individual

Handball 0 0 0

La Crosse 0 0 0

Paddle Tennis 0 0 0

Rugby , 0 0 0

Speedball/
Speed-a-way I R/E R/E

Soft Tennis 0 0 0

Walley Ball 0 0 0
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JUNIOR HIGH/MIDDLE SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION RESOURCES

AAHPER, Archery: A Planning Guide for Group and Individual Inst.,
Washington, D.C. 1975.

yrIL-a-n dBaeon , Wi-l-more, a,nct_Activity, 1982.

Astrand, Per-Olaf. Health and Fitness, Woodbury,NY. Barrous. 1977.

Astrand and Rohdahl. Textbook of Work PLysiology, 2nd Edition. 1977.
McGraw Hill.

Berger, Richard A. Conditioning for Men, Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1973.

Blake /Vo.lp, Lead Up Games to Team Sports, Prentice Hall, Inc.

Bluth, Robert G. (ed.) Track and Field: Running and Field Events, North
Pa.lm Beach, Florida. The Athletic Institute. 1977.

Breen, Dr. James L., Badminton, North Palm 'each, Florida:
Institute, 1969.

Brown, Tennis, Prentice Hall, 1980.

The Athletic

Brown, Tom, Jr. Tom'Brown's Field Guide to Nature Observation and
Tracking, Berkley Books, New York. 1983.

Brown, Tom, Jr. Tom Brown's Field Guide to Wilderness Survival, Berkley
Books, New York. 1983.

Bryant, Carol Ann, Hockey for Schools, London: Peitham Books, 1976.

Carson, Ray F., and Patterson, BuOl R. -Principals of Championship
Wrestliu, New York, Cornerstone Library, 1978.

Coleman, James 'E., Power Volleyball, North Palm Beach, Florida: The

Athletic Institute, 1978.

Cooper, Kenneth H., MD. The Aerobics Way, New York: Bantam Books, 1977.

Cooper, Kenneth H.,'The Aerobics Way, New York, NY: M. Eraus Co., 1977.

Cox. Burgess Pub. Co., Teaching Volleyball, 1980.

Cundiff, David E. (ed. coordinator), Implementation of Aerobic Programs,
Reston, VA: American Alliance for Health, P.E., Recreation, and
Dance, 1979.

Curriculum Council, Dance Fundamentals Grade, -42, New York Board of
Education, 1959.
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Czompo, Ann I., "Disco Dancing"l'in JOPHER, April 1980, Volumn 51, Number

4, Reston, VA: American Alliance for Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance, 1980.

Darden, Ellington, Ph.D. Strength Training Principles, Winter Park, FL:
Anna Publishing, 1977.

Diagram Group, The, Enjoying Track and-Fie-1A sports, New York:
Paddington Press, 1979.

Doherty, Kenneth. "Why Men, Run ", Quest (Monograph, 2) 1964.

Doughty, Tom. The Complete Book of Long_Distance and Competitive
Cycling, Simon and Schuster, New York. 1983.

Durlacher, Ed. Honor Your Partner, New York: Devin-Adair, 1949,

Fait, Hollis F. Adapted Physical Education, Philadelphia: W.

Saunders, 1960.

Dennis,, The Art of Disco Dancing, Reston, VA, The National Dance
Association of The American Alliance for Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance, 1980.

Fluegelman, Andrew, The New Games Book, New York: Doubleday, 1972.

Gould. Tennis Anyone, Mayfield, 1978.

Hayes, Elizabeth R., An Introduction to the Teaching of Dance, New York:
Ronald Press Co., 1964.

Hooks, Gene. Application of Weight fraining To Athletics, Englewood

Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall.

Hoyt, Earl and, Ward, Don. Archery, North Palm Beach, Florida: The

Athletic Institute, 1977.

Hughes, Soccer Tactics and Framework, 1979, EP Publishing Limited.

Jelistrom, K., Bjorn, Map & Compass--The Orienteering Handbook, New York:
Scrikners. 1976.

Jensen, Mary Bee, and Jensen, Jayne R. Folk Dancing, Provo, Utah:

Brigham Young University Press, 1973. .

Jensen, Mary Bee, and Jensen, Jayne R. Spare Dancing, Provo, Utah:
Brigham Young University Press, 1971,

Katch, Frank I. and McArdle, William. Nutrition, Weight Control and

Egercise, Boston: Houghton Mifflin.

Keen, Clifford P., Speidel, Charles M., and Swartz, Raymond H.
Championship Wrestling, New York: Arco 1977.
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Kenny, Gene, Soccer, North Palm Beach, Florida: The Athletic Institute,
1977.

Kentwell, Richard, Field Hockey, North Palm Beach, Florida:
Institute, 1977.

The Athletic

King, George and Loney, Dave. Basketball, North Palm Beach, Florida:
T-he-Athl-et-ic stitut-e ,

-.`""

Kosch, Fred W., and Boyer, John.C. Adult Fitness, Principles and
Practices, Greely, Co'orado: All American Productions and
Publications, 1968.

Kuntzleman, Charles T. Rating the Exercises, New York: Renguin Books,
1980.

Kurkham, Gene. Bowling:, North Palm Beach, Florida: The Athletic
Institute, 1971.

Little et: al. Recreationai.Football, WCB, 1980.

Marciani, Louis M. Touch and Flag Football: A Guide for Players and
Officials, South Brunswick, U.S. Barnes, 1976.

Manning, Harvey, Backpacking: One Step At a Time, New York: Vintage
Books, 1975.

Martin, Joan and Tandy, Ruth E., Bowling, Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown,
1975.

'Mazzeo. Shape Up, 1984, Morton Pub. Co.

Meredith, F. L., Irwin, Leslie W., and Slaton, Wesly M. Health and
Fitness, (4th Edition). Boston: 0. C. Heath.

Moffat, B. The Basic Soccer Guide, Mountain View, California World
Publishers, 1975.

Montager, Jcan, Team Handball, Washington, D.C.: AGWS Guide, AAHPER
Publicationi7B7E-7

Moore /Chafin. ,Tennis Everyone, Hunter, 1979.

National Golf Foundation. Golf Teaching Kit, North Palm Beach, Florida.

Newman, Bonnie; Figley, Grace; Biles, Fay; Seidel, Beverly; Sports
Skills, Wm. C. Brown Co., Debuque, Iowa. 1975.

Norton. Racquetball, Morton Pub. Co., 1984.

Orlick, Terry. The,Cooperative Sports and Games Book, New York:
Pantheon Books, 1978.
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Palmer. Softball, American Press, 1980.

Patterson, Craig E. Mountain Wilde'rn(ss Survival, And/Or Press, Inc.
Berkely, Calif. 1979.

Powellti Inside Rugby, Henry Reynerg Co., 1976.

President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports, Superintendent of
Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. /'

Youth Physical Fitness Vim - Girls 12-18
Adult 'Physical Fitness Vigor - Boys 12-18

Radcliffe and Farentinos. Plyometrics, 1984, Exer TechW,cs Pub,,
, Boulder, CO 80303.

Scales, Allen E. -Winning Volleyball, Boston: Allyn and a.acon.

4
Seaton, Don C. et. al., Physical Ed. Handbook, Englewood Cliffs:

Prentice Hall. 1979.

Seidel et al. wm. C. Brown Co: Pub., 1975, A Conceptual A proach to
Meaningful Movement.

Stanley, Dennis and Others, Physical Education Activities'Handbook,
3rd ed. Boston: Allyn and Bacon.

Thompson. Burgess Pub. Co.,, Teaching Soccer, 1980.

Tuten et al. Weight Trai!iing Everyone, 1982, Hunter Pub. Co.

Wade. Coach Yourself Back Defenders, EP Publishing Limited.

4

Wade. Coach Yourself Goal Keepers, EP Publishing Limited.

Weih. Science of Field Hockey, Pelham Books, 1977.

Werner, Peter H., Simons, Richard A. Inexpensive Physical Ed. Equipment
for Children, paperback, Burgess Publishing Co. Minnes a, Mi, 1976,

Whiddon, Hal). Burgess Pull. Co., Teaching Softball, 1980.

Whiddon, Reynolds. Burgess Pub. Co., Teaching Basketball, 1983.

Wiley, Jack, Tice Unicycle Book, Stack Pub. Co., Harrisburg, PA. 1973.

Winter, Gillian, A Child is Not a Little Adult.
. Modified Approaches to

Sport for Australian Children, Hobart: Division of Recreation,
Education Department, and the Tasmanian State Schools Sports Council,
1983. Sold in the USA: North American Sport Institute, 4985 Oak
Garden Dr., Kernesville, NC 27284.
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Winters, Shirley Creative Rhythmic Movement, Dubuque, Iowa:
Brown Company, 1975.

Zebco. Basic Casting-from A to Z, Tulsa, Oklahoma, Brunswick
Corporation.

PAMPHLETS

Wm. C.

Going Camping? A Basic Guide to Camping with Students. Hamilton, Mass.:

Project Adventure. 1977.

The Athletic Institute, Golf. North Palm Beach, Florida.

Handball. The Athletic Institute.

How to Play Horseshoes. Diamond Tool and Horseshoes Co. 1966.
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l

CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH 600L STUDENTS

)

During the high school yearsthe student has a difficult and demanding
role. It is during the teenage years that students must learn to manage
the highly sophisticated skill/s and techniques necessary to function as a
contributing member of our complex society. It is vital that the high
school physical education program provide the following in order to help
the student gain the maximum benefits possible.

1. A setting in which experiences will help each student enjoy
physical activity, to feel good about himself/herself, and to

accept himself/herself aqd others.

2. Opportunities for vigorous activitietsIthrough which there may be
alleviation of frustrations and tensions.

3. Many avenues for self-identification and for identification with
sex and peer groups.

4. Experiences that recognize a diverse range of human talents :And
interests, facilitating the discovery of specialized abilities
together with the acceptance of limitations.

5. Special attention to differences in physical development and

maturity of individual students.

6. An environment that supports the rules necessary for the concept
of fair play and for the safety of the participants.

7. Coeducational physical education experiences.

8. Knowledge and experience in activities that will encourage and
assist the indivic6a1 to maintain fitness throughout life.

9. Leadership opportunities for each student.

,o
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Suggested Percentages of High School Course Offerings

fi

STRANDS

...
Year 1 Year 2

I. Gymnastics 10 5

II. Leisure Activities 40 50 %

III. Physi cal Fitness *20 *20 %

IV. 'Rhythms 10 5 %

V. Sports Skills 20 20

Key:

*Physical fitness should be part of every activity offering. The
percentage listed would be for class fferings where* the develop-
ment of Jphysi cal fitness is the major goal.

C = Cognitive Domain Activities
-P = Psychomotor Domain Activites
A = Affective Domain Activities

1.0g
403-
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STRAND I

GYMNASTICS (TUMBLING, FLOOR EXERCISE, APPARATU1

STRAND STATEMENT

The gymnastics strand is presented to assist in developing the studts
kinesthetic sense in a variety of situations.

This strand provides the student with necessary background information in
the following areas: (1) history, (2) safety, (3) basic technique and
fundamentals, and (4) practice organization. This information prepares the
student for participation in the various aspects of gymnastics: (1)

tumbling, (2) floor exercise, and (3) apparatus.

Additional benefits of participation in gymnastic activities include
fitnessytrength, self-confidence and flexibilityt

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES:

If the student is unable to demonstrate proficiency with one of the skills
at this level, refer to the Middle School Guidelines for fundamental skill
progression.

1. , Tumbling

Warm up
Safety
Spotting
Basic sequential skills

2. Floor Exercise

3. Large Apparatus

vaulting horse
parallel bars

uneven bars
pommel horse
still rings
horizontal bar
balance beam

4. Small Apparatus

juggling
unicycle
scooter board
climbing rope
peg board
foot bag (Hackysack)
jump ropes

1 0
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5. Group Apparatus

Blanket Volleyball
Cage Ball/Earth Ball
Tug-o-War
Parachute
Obstacle Courses

6. Additional Activities

The parameters of this publication are such that all activities cannot
be addressed with the same emphasis. Learning results and implica-
tions are outlined for selected activities without reference to their
importance. A variety of additional activities are listed below.

The following activities could be included as options in this strand.

Rhythmic Gymnastics
Clown Vaulting
Bogey Board
Devil Sticks
Cigar Boxes
Bowling Board
Stick Balancing
Teeter Board
Adagio

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

Feminine Gymnastics, Phyllis Cooper, Burgess Publishing Co.

,Gymnastics for Men, B. Frederick, Wm. C. Brown Co., Dubuque, Iowa.

Women's Gymnastics, Floor Exercise- Vaulting, Noor Exercise, Horizontal
Bar, Parallel Bars, Was, Side Horse and Long Horse Vaultinq, Pommel
Horse, galance Beam,1eVen I5arallelliars; The Athletic Instrtufer--
575 Palm Beach, Floffai:M3408.

a.
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CONTENT

1. Tumbling

2. Floor Exercise

1

GYMNASTICS

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

la. The student understands the la.

history of gymnastics, the
projer procedures for safe

individual and group parti-
cipation as it relates to
falling and spotting
techniques, the strategy
involved in performing
sequential tumbling skills,
and the importance of
proper spotting techniques
involved in tumbling, (C)

lb. The student refines pro- lb.

ficiency and reviewes
activities in correct
methods of proper spotting,
falling, and intermediate
and advanced tumbling skills
progression. (P)

lc. The student demonstrates lc.

cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)

2a. The student understands the

composition and evaluation
of a floor-exercise routine,
the rules of safety, guide-
lines for performing a
floor-exercise routine, and
how to compose an inter-
mediate or advanced floor-
exercise routine. (C)

112

The teacher provides
information on the
history of gymnastics;
instruction and demon-
stration in proper tech-
nique in warm-up, safety
procedure and spotting
techniques; and refine-

ment demonstrations that
will assist the student
in tumbling skills.

The teacher provides
opportunities for the
student to develop and
practice basic sequential
tumbling skills safely
and encourages students
to develop indivi4ual and
se uential skills accord-

needs and capabititles.

The teacher provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pati'b leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.

2a. The teacher provides
information and demon-

strations emphasizing the
major components of a.

floor-exercise routine.



CONTENT

2. Floor Exercise

(Continued)

3.1/4-- Large Apparatus

STUDENT OUTCOMES

2b. The student reviews
activities and demonstrates
proficiency in the develop-
ment and performance of a
floor exercise routine, and
demonstrates correct
methods of proper spotting.

(p)

2c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable lqadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)

3a. The student understands
correct-use-and-pare of
equipment, correct safety
procedures including appro-
priate personal warm-up and
stretching exercises; the

history, rules and scoring;
and the refinement of the
fundamental skills that
will lead to sequential
routines on each piece of
apparatus. (C)

3b. The student demonstrates
proficiency in skills neces-
sary to perform intermedi-
ate and advanced activities
on each piece of apparatus
and the correct methods of
spotting balance beam,
still rings, vaulting (side
and long horse), parallel

bars, uneven bars and high
bar activity. (P)

-107- 113

GYMNASTICS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

2b. The teacher provides an
opportunity for the
students to participate
safely in activities for
the development and
refinement of intermedi-
ate and advanced floor-
exercise routines.

2c. The teacher provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.

3a. The teacher provides
instruction and demon-
stration in the proper
techniques of warm-up,
safety procedures, use of
apparatus, setting up,
care of equipment,
history, rules and
scoring, terminology and
proper safety techniques.

3b. The teacher provides the
opportunity for safe

refinement, development
and practice skills that
reinforce proper tech-
niques to perform an
apparatus routine and
encourages individual
excellence according to
the ability of the
student in the develop-
ment of a routine.



GYMNASTICS

CONTENT STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

3. Large Apparatus
(Continued)

3c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)

4. Small Apparatus 4a. The student understands how
to select, care for and
maintain small apparatus
equipment; safety pro-
cedures and rules/tech-
niques related to small
apparatus; correct spotting
techniques required for
each small apparatus
activity; and the funda-
mental skills necessary to
participate in small
apparatus activity. (C)

4b. The student demonstrates

skill proficiency in small
apparatus activities, e.g.,
ribbons, hoops, balls,
wands, unicycles. (P)

4c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiluette, a general
willingness to participate,.
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for each activity. )

a
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3c. The teacher provides a
learning atmosphere teat
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.

4a. The teacher provides
information on selection,
care and maintenance of
all small apparatus
equipment; information
and demonstration to
clarify proper safety
procedures, knowledge of
rules/fundamental tech-
niques, and spotting
techniques for all small
apparatus equipment.

4b. The teacher provides an
opportunity for the
students to practice
safely and develop the
skills necessary to
participate in small
apparatus activities and
encourages individual
excellence in performance
of skills necessary to
participate in small
apparatus activity.

4c. The teacher provides a
. learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper ettiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for each
activity;



CONTENT

5. Group Apparatus

GYMNASTICS

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

5a. The student understands the
rules, techniques, and
strategies involved in
activities and how to apply
the rules and strategies
involved in the activity.
(C)

5b. The student demonstrates
the necessary competencies
to participate in the
intermediate and advanced
activities using tug-of-war,
parachute, cage ball, etc.

(P)

5c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)

-109-

5a. The teacher provides
information concerning
rules, technique, and
strategy of various

listed activities.

5b. The teacher provides
opportunities for
students to practice and
participate safely in
listed activities and
encourages students to
continue participation in
listed activities.

5c. The teacher provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-

tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.



GYMNASTICS

HIGH SCHOOL

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE ,

As with any sound educational program, the activities listed in this scope
and sequence are based upon skills learned at the previous grade level.
Therefore, in observing the K-12 progression of activities it should be
noted that skills appedring at the introductory level for more than one
grade level indicate introduction in a efferent form or movement pattern
and at a progressively higher skill level.

This series of scope and sequence charts illustrates the suggested
developmental phases of a variety of activities representing the seven
strands of the curriculum guidelines. Although the primary focus of these
charts is in the psychomotor domain, the inlegration of all three domains
is essential ,to a sound program in physical education.

STRAND: Gymnastics KEY I = Introduce
R = Refine/Review
E-= Expand
0 = Optional

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10- 11 12

Tumbling and Stunts

Animal Movement

Individual Stunts

Dual Stunts

R/E R/E R/E R/E

R/E R/E R/E FILE

R/E R/E R/E R/E

R/E R/E R/E FILE

Group Stunts R/E R/E R/E R/E

Balances R/E R/E R/E R/E

Floor Exercise R R/E R/E R/E

Gymnastics

Apparatus

Even arallel bars R R/E R/E R/E

Horizontal bars R R/E R/E R/E

110-
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STRAND:Gomlitics KEY I = Introduce
R = Refine/Review
E = Expand
0 = Optional

GYMNASTICS

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Still rings R R/E R/E R/E

Pommel hOrse R R/E R/E R/E

Long horse vaulting R R/E R/E R/E

Uneven Parallel bars R R/E R/E R/E

Balance Beam R R/E R/E R E

R R/E R/E R/ESide Horse Vaulting

Individual

Juggling R R/E R/E R/E

Unicycle R R/E R/E R/E

Foot Bag (Hacky Sack) R R/E R/E R/E

Rope Skipping R R/E R/E R/E

'Scooter Board R R/E R/E R/E

Rope/Peg Board Climbing R R/E R/E R/E

Group

Blanket Volleyball

Ca .e Ball/Earth Ball

Tui o-War

Parachute

Obstacle Course

Hand Eye

root Eye

R R/E R/E R/E

R R/E R/E R/E

R R/E R/E R/E

R R/E R/t R/E

R R/E R/E R/E

o 0 o 0

0000
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STRAND: Gymnastics KEY I = Introduce
R = Refine/Review
E = Expand
0 = Optional

GYMNASTICS

4

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Balance 0 0 0 O.

Rhythm 0 0 0 0

Gross Motor 0 0 0 0

4-Square 0 0 0 0

Hop Scotch 0 0 0 al

Locomotor R/E R/E R/E R/E

Non-Locomotor R/E R/E R/E R/E

wft

S.*
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STRAND II

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

STRAND STATEMENT

The leisure activities strand is presented for the purpose of providing
students with a variety of activities that they may enjoy throughout their
entire school and adult life.

Leisure activities are interwoven through the entire curriculum; however,
the prime impact will be realized as participants become involved in
selecting a personal activity program. Leisure activities may be used to
relieve the stressful encounters found in daily living.

This strand provides the following background: (1) history, (2) rules, (3)
care and selection of equipment, (4) safety, (5) fundamental techniques and
skills, (6) strategy, and (7) practice techniques.

SUMMARY OF ^ACTIVITIES:-

Ifthe student is unable to demonstrate proficiency with one of the skills
at this level, refer to the Middle School Guidelines for fundamental skills
progression.

1. Archery

2. Backpacking

3. Boating/Water Safety,

4. Bowling

5. Camping

6. Cycling

7. Fishing

8. Flying Disc Sports

9. Ice Skating

10. Orienteering

11. Roller Skating

12. Shuffleboard

13. Swimming

14. Table Tennis
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4

4

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

The parameters of this publication are such that all activities cannot be
addressed with the same emphAis. Learning results and implications are
outlined for selected activities without reference to their importance. A
variety of additional activities are listed as "Optional" without
(intention to), de-emphasizing their value to the total curriculum.

1. Canoeing and/or Sailing

2. Croquet

3. Horseshoes

4. Pool/Billiards

5. Shooting

6. Skiing
, 1

SUGGESTED RErERENCES

Athletic Institute Sports Series, The Athletic Institute, North Palm Beach,
FL 60654.

i

)

The Lifetime Sports-Oriented Physical Education Program, Straub, William
F. 1976. Prentfce-Hall.

Physical Education Activities for Lifetime Sports, Evans, Virden, et. al.
2nd-ed. 1981. Hunter Textbooks..

Physical Education Activities Series, Muriel Bower and Torao Mori, Wm. C.
Brown Co:, Publishers, Dubuque; Iowa.

Physical Education Handbook, Seventh Edition, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New
Jersey, 07632, 1983.

.

N ,
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CONTENT

1. Archery

2. Backpacking

LEISURE ACTIVITIES,

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

la. The student understands how la.

to select and maintain
equipment; the safe use of
appropriate archery equip-
ment; and the fundamental

skills of archery, e.g.,
stance, posture, grip,
nocking, draw, release,
follow through, aiming.

(C)

lb. The student demonstrates
the intermediate/advanced
skills of archery and

applies all knowledge
learned through proper
application. (P)

lc. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior, proper,
etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity.. (A)

lb.

lc.

2a. The student understands how 2a.

to select and maintain
equipment for backpacking,
the safety procedures,
survival skills and condi-
tioning requirements for
backpacking; and the tech-
niques of backpacking,
e.g., using pack, compass,
map reading, and hiking

skills. (C)

0,1 -115-
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The'teacher provides
information and demon-

stration on selection and
care of archery equip-
ment, fundamental
techniques, and safety.

The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
students to practice and
participate safely in
archery skills designed
to develop proficiency.

The teacher encourages
the student to continue
participation in archery
activities and provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity, to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, prupve etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership

.skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.

The teacher provides
information and:demon-
strations on selection
and maintenance of back-
packing equipment, safety
procedures, survival
skills, conditioning
requirements, techniques
of backpacking, and how
:to apply this knowledge.



CONTENT

2. Backpacking
(Continued)

3. Boating/Water
Safety

A. Water Safety
B. -,Oating

STUDENT OUTCOMES

21): The student demonstrates
proficiency in the inter-
mediate/advanced techniques
of backpacking and is able
to apply knowledge in
actual backpacking
situations. (P)

2c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, and a
general willingness to
participate in backpacking.
(A)

3a. The student understands
procedures of safety as
related to water activities;
water traffic rules; naviga-
tion techniques; rescue
techniques; how to select,
maintain, launch, dock,
secure, and navigate a
boat; and the correct
history, terminology and
communication skills neces-
sary for boat navigation.
(C)

3b. The student demonstrates
proficiency in boating/
water safety techniques and

skills as they relate to
local, regional and inter-
national waters. (P)
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LEISURE ACTIVITIES

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

2b. The teacher provides
opportunities for safe
practice and participa-
tion in activities that
develop proper bpic
backpacking skills,
safety techniques, map,"
reading and hiking, e.g.,
day hikes.

2c. The teacher provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.

3a. The to flier provides

information and demon-
strations on correct
water safety procedures,
navigation techniques,
rescue techniques, boat
selection and care, and
history and terminology.

3b. The teacher provides the
student, with a variety of

activities for the
development of water
safety skills and tech-
niques through the use
of films and actual water
experiences.



CONTENT

3. Boating/Water
Safety
(Continued)

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEAMING IMPLICATIONS

,3c. The student demonstrates

cooperative behavior, proper
etiquette, a general

willlngness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)

3c. The teacher provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.

. 4a. The student understands the 4a.

history, rules, strategy and
scoring, techniques neces-
sary to bowla regulation
game; bowling terminology,
safety rules, etiquette,
selection of the proper
ball and shoes; and the
following skills and tech-
niques: stance, approach,
delivery, straight ball,
hook ball, and spot and pin
bowling. (C)

4b. The student demonstrates
A

proficiency in inter-
mediate /advanced bowling

skills. (P)

4c. The studept demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,

observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation'
for.the activity. (A)
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The teacher provides

information and demon-
stration on the history,

rules, strategy, and
scoring techniques needed
to bowl, stance,
approach, deliVer, pin
bowl, spot bowl, hook
ball and straight ball,

and' information on

selection of ball and
shoes.

4b. The teacher provides
opportunities to practice
safely and ,develop the
following bowling skills
and techniques: stance,
approach, delivery,
straight hall., hook ball,

and spot and pip bowling.

4c. The teacher providesa
learning' atmosphere that
allows tile' student an

opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.



CONTENT

5. Camping

6. Cycling

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATION

5a. The student understands
how to select, maintain,
and use appropriate camping
equipmeht and the funda-
mental camping procedures,
e.g., site selection,

. campfire building, tent
pitching, cooking, map and
compass reading, first aid.
(C)

5b. The student demonstrates
proficiency in the funda-
mental skills of camping
as applied in actual
situations. (P)

5c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,

proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)

6a. The student understands the
history, safety procedures,
traffic laws for cycling,
e.g., hazard awareness,
signaling, positioning,
in/out of traffic, funda-
mental cycling skills and
techniques: mounting and
dismounting, balancing,
body position, cadence,
emergency stops, maneVver-
ing, pacing, braking, gear
selection, ankling, the
parts and proper main-
tenance of the cycle, and
cycling terminology. (C)
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5a. The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration relative to
camping equipment and
fundamental camping
procedures.

5b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
thestudent to practice
and participate safely in
planned camping activi-
ties, e.g., overnight
trips, in-school simula-
tions.

5c. The teacher provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
ion, proper etiquette,

Self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.

6a. The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration of the proper
techniques of safe
cycling, on the parts and
the proper maintenance of
the cycle, and proper
fundamental cycling
skills.
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CONTENT

6. Cycling
(Conti nued )

7. fishing

. STUDENT OUTCOMES

6b. Thb student demonstrates

intermediate/advanced
fundamental cycling skills
and technique using a
variety of equipment in
different situations. (P)

6c. The student demonstrates

cooperative behavior, proper
etiquette, a general

willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity._ (A)

h. The student underStands how
to select and maintain

fishing equipment and the
fundamental techniques of
fishing, e.g., setting up,
knot tieing, baiting hooks,

casting, setting the hook,
fish playing, netting,

removing the hook, reading
the water, selecting lures
and bait, applying game
laws and safety rules, and
understanding habits of
different species. (C)s

lb. The student demonstrates
proficiency in the Inter-
mediate/advanced techniques
of fishing using a variety
of methods and applications

of knowledge. (P)

7c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behayior, proper
tiquette, a general
willingnesslo participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)

125.

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

6b. The teacher provides safe
practice opportunities to
refine and develop proper
cycling techniques
through field experi-
ences.

6c. The teacher provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general

appreciation for the
activity.

7a. The teacher provides

information and demon-
strations on proper
selection and maintenance
of equipment, fundamental, .

fishing skills, and fish-
ing techniques.

7b. The teacher, provides safe
practice opportunities to
refine and develop proper
fishing techniques
through the use of guest
speakers,-field trips,
etc.

7c. The teacher provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated participa-
Men, leadership skills,
and a general apprecia-
tion for the activity.



CONTENT

8. Flying Disc

Sports

9. Ice Skating

STUDENT OUTCOMES

8a. The student understands
rules, strategies, and
techniques used in disc
sports; how to select the
proper disc and keep, score
in varous disc activities;
and the fundamental skills
involved in disc sports,
e.g., grips, stance,
delivery, release, follow
through, and reception:
(C)

8b. The student demonstrates
proficiency in the Inter-
mediate/advanced skills

of disc sports. (P)

8c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a
general willingness to

participate, observable
leadership skills, and an
appreciation for the
activity. (A)

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

8a. The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration of rules,
strategies and techniques
of disc sports; selection
of a proper disc how to
keep score; various disc
activities; and funda-
mental skills inuolved
disc sports.

8b. The teacher provides safe
practice opportunities to
refine and develop the
fundamental skills
involved in the various
disc sports, e.g.,

frisbee
ultimate frisbee
team frisbee
net frisbee.

8c. The teacher provides for

a learning atmosphere
that allows the student
an opportunity to develop
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, knowl-
edge of skills, and a
general appreciation for
the activity.

9a. The student understands the 9a.

history and, techniques of

ice skating;' the terminology,
safety rules and proper
etiquette; hor to select
the proper equipment and
clothing; and the funda-
mental skilts 9f ice
skating, e.g., forward,
backward, turning,
stopping, changing direc-
tions, falling, getting up.
(C)
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The teacher provides
information and 'demon-
strations on the history,
maintenance and selection
of equipment, termi-
nology, safety rules,
proper etiquette, and the
intermediate/advanced
skills of ice skating.



CONTENT

9. Ice Skating

(Continued)

10. Orienteering

STUDENT OUTCOMES

9b. The student demonstrates
proficiency in the funda-
mental skills of ice
skating both individually
and With a partner. (P)

9c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior, proper

etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)

10a. The student understands
how to select the proper
compass, maps, and other
necessary equipment; orien-

teering terminology and how
to read a compass;, and maps
on-the basic safety pro-
cedures for Orienteering
activities. (C)

10b. The student demonstrates
proficiency in the inter-
mediate/advanced skills

involved in orienteering.

(P)

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

9b. The teacher provides safe
practice opportunities to
refine and develop funda-
mental skills used in
ice skating, using films,
lecture, and ice
practice.

9c. The teacher provides a
learning atmosphere that
allowt the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership

skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.

10a. The teacher provides

information and learning
experiences related to
the various activities
needed to take part in
orienteering.

10b. The teacher provides
specific opportunities
that will safely develop
orienteering skills,
e.g., compass. courses,
short course, long
course.

10c. The student demonstrates 10c.

cooperative behavior, proper

etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)

11
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The teacher provides a

learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion,, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership'
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.



CONTENT STUDENT OUTCOMES

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

11. Roller Skating lla. The student understands lla.

the history of terminology
and safety rules; how to
select the proper equipment
and clothing; and how to

- identify and repair
defective equipment. (C)

12. Shuffleboard

11b. The student demonstrates 11b.

the fundamental skills of
roller skating, e.g.,
starting, stopping, skating
forward, backward, and
turning. .(P)

11c. The student demonstrates 11c.

cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)

12a. The student knows and
understands the strategies,

scoring, and terminology
of shuffleboard. (C)

12b. The student demonstrates
the proper techniques
used in shuffleboard.

(P)

12c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,

proper etiquette, a
general willingness to

participate, observable
leadership skills, and an
appreciation for the
activity. (A)
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The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration on the history,
selection of equipment
and techniques of roller
skating.

The teacher provides
opportunities to practice
and encourages enrichment
activities for continued
development and refine-
ment of described skills
and techniques.

The teacher provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.

12a. The teacher provides

information and demon-
stration for the
development of rules,
strategies and scoring.

12b. The teacher provides
opportunities to develop
and practice shuffleboard
skills (touch) and to
participate in shuffle-
board game.

12c. The teacher prmides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion;'proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills,'and a general
appreciation for the

activity.



CONTENT

13. Swimming

14. Table Tennis

STUDENT OUTCOMES

13a. The student understands
basic safety factors
related to water activities
and the swimming prepara-
tory skills, e.g., graded
immersion, open eyes under
water, face in water, btow
bubbles; jelly-tsh float,
prone float, supine float,
vertical float, kicking;
the fundamental techniques
of swimming strokes, e.g.,
crawl, elementary tack

stroke, and back criwl; the
mechanics of a front dive;
and the reason behini know-
ing safety skills, prepara-
tory skills, basic strokes,
and front dive in swimming.
(C)

13b. The student demonstrates

proficiency and improve-
ment on an individual
level in the basic and
advanced swimming strokes.

(P)

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

13a. The teacher provides
information, clarifica-
tion, and demonstration
of basic safety factors

and skills related to
water activities.

13b. The teacher provides safe
practice opportunities
for the student to refine
basic swimming strokes
and skills based on
individual needs as
measured by a pre -

instruction assessment.

13c. The student demonstrates 13c.

cooperative behavior, proper
etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,'
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)

14a. The student understands 14a.
rules, strategy, equipment

selection and maintenance,
and technique to play table
tennis. (C)

.-e 4.. -123-
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The teacher provides a+

;earning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.

The teacher provides
information and demon-
strations on the rules,
strategy, terminology and
technique to play table
tennis.



CONTENT

14. Table Tennis
(Continued)

STUDENT OUTCOMES

14b. The student demonstrates
proficiency in advanced/
intermediate table tennis
skills, e.g., serve, grip,
forehand, backhand, smash,
lob, spin. (P)

14c. The student demonstrates- . 14c.

cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general

willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

14b. The teacher provides
opportunities to practice
and develop table tennis
skills.

.1.3()
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The teacher provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.



LEISURE ACTIVITIES

HIGH SCHOOL
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

As with any sound educational program, the activities listed in this scope
and sequence are based upon skills learned at the previous grade level.
Therefore, in observing/the K-12 progression of activities it should be
noted that skills appearing at the int,oductory level for more than one
grade level indicate introduction in a different form or movement pattern
and at a progressively higher skill level.

This series of scope and sequence charts illustrates'the suggested
developmental phases of a variety of activities representing the seven
strands of the curriculum guidelines. Although the primary focus of these
charts is in the psychomotor domain, the integration of all three domains
is essential to a sound program in physical education:

STRAND: Leisure Activities KEY I = Introduce

R = Refine/Review
E = Expand
0 = Optional

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Camping R/E 11/E R/E R/E

Archery R/E R/E R/E R/E. '

Fishing R/E R/E R/E R/E

Cycling R/E R/E__ R/E

Backpacking/Hiking

Boating/Water. Safety'

R/E R/E R/E

I R/E R/E R/E

Bowling _ R/E R/E 'R /E R/E

Ice Skating. R/E R/E R/E R/E

Roller Skating I R/E R/E R/E

Fencing I R/E R/E 11/E

Shuffleboard I R/E1 R/E R/E

Orienteerin R/E R/E R/E R/E

Table Tennis (Pin- Fong) R/E R/E R/E R/E

Swimming (Aquatics) R/E R/E R/E R/E

Flying Disc R/E R/E R/E R/E

Horseshoes R/E R/E R/E R/E
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STRAND I I I

PHYSICAL FITNESS

STRAND STATEMENT

It is important for each individual to gain and maintain a level of fitness
that will meet the stressful demands of society.

Physical fitness can be defined as the capability of the body, especial ly
the heart, blood vessels :1 ungs and muscles to function at optimal
efficiency.

These guidelines emphasize the fol 1 owi ng .components for de.vel °ping physical

fitness: body composition, flexibility, endurance, (muscular, cardi o-
vascu 1 ar , and card iores piratory), and muscular _strength.

hysi cal fitness not only affects the physical, but al so the mental,

emotional and social well be iw of each individual performance in the total
curriculum.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES:

If the student is unable to demonstrate proficiency with one of the skills

at this level, refer to the Middle School Guidelines for fundamental skills
progression.

1. Body Composition
2. Flexibility
3. Card iores pi ratory endurance

4. Mustular strength and endurance

r -126-
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CONTENT

1. Body Composition

2. Flexibility

PHYSICAL FITNESS

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

la. The student understands the la.

comparison of lean bogy
mass to body fat in
relation to nutrition and
exercise and is aware of
various measurement tech-
niques, e.g., skin fold?
hydrostatic weighing, (C)

lb. The student demonstrates
needed improvement in body
composition through the use
of personal charts and
individually prescribed
activity. (P)

lb.

lc. The student demonstrates lc.

cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observa;il'e leadership
skills, and an appreciation

for,the activity. (A)

2a. The student understands 2a.

.what role the components of
flexibility play in total
fitness and how to achieve
increased flexibility. (C)

2b. The student demonstrates '2b.
improvement in flexibility

through tie .use of personal
charts and a variety of
activities. (P)
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The teacher provides
information and demon-

stration on the compari-
son and measurement
technique of lean body
mass to body fat.

The teacher provides
maximum safe opportuni-
ties for change in body
composition through a
variety of methods, e.g.,

nutrition analysis,
exercise, prescription.

The teacher provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative partici-
pation, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, encouragement and

a general appreciation
for the activity.

The teacher provides
information and demon-

stration on the compo-
nents of flexibility and
how. to achieve it.

The teacher pro.vides a
variety of safe activi-
ties to achieve and
maintain a high level of .

flexibility, e.g., daily

stretching program of 5-7
minutes, side stretch,
lateral leg stretch, heel
cord stretch, etc.



CONTENT

2. flexibility
(Continued)

3. Endurance

STUDENT OUTCOMES

2c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)

3a. The student understands the

components and benefits of
physical endurance, i.e.,
cardiovascular, cardio-
respiratory, and muscular,
and how to athieve an
optimal level of fitness in
these areas. (C)

3b. The student demonstrates
improvement and proficiency
in cardiovascular, cardio-
respiratory, and muscular
endurance through the use
of performance profiles and
as measured by endurance

assessments. (P)

et

PHYSICAL FITNESS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

2c. The teacher. provides
-.encouragement to attain
the safe range of flexi-
bility fitness and a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,.
self motivated partici-
pation, 16adership
skillS, and a general

...ilmcebiattoon for the

activIty.

3a: The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration of the factors
included in cardio_e
vascular, cardio-
respiratory and muscular
endurance.

3b. The teacher provides
a variety of activities
that will enable improve-
ment in cardiovascular,

cardiorespiratory, anl
muscular endurance, e.g.,'
endurance runs, rope
skipping, weight training
at low weight--high
repetitions.

3c. The student demons.trates 3c.

cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general A
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)
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The teacher provides
encouragement to strive
for fitness endurance in
the three areas through a
learning atmosphere that
llows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general.
appreciation for the
activity.



CONTENT

4.- Strength

4.

...

A

)

.

STUDENT OUTCOMES

PHYSICAL FITNESS

. TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

4a. The student knows the, 4a.

importance and benefits of

and the techniques used to
achieve and maintain

cardiovascular, cardio-
respiratory, and muscular
strength. (C)

4b. The student demonstrates 4.
improvement in strength
through the use of perform-
ance profiles and as measured
by individual strength
assessments. (P)

4c. All students are expected
to demonstrate cooperative

behavior, proper etiquette,
a general willingness to
participate, observable
leadership skills, and an
appreciation for the
activiti.: (A)

,.1

P

.
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1

4c.

Oh

1

I.

The teacher provides

information and demon-
stration on the benefits
gained from achieving
cardiovascular, cardio-
respiratory, and muscular
strength.

/

The teacher provides a
variety of safe activi-
ties that will allow the
student to experience an
improvement in strength,
e.g., individual weight
training program, circuit
training,.

The teacher provides
encourageAnt to strive
for strength through a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skill's, and a general

appreciation for the
'activity.

,

se

C).

...



PHYSICAL FITNESS

HIGH SCHOOL
SCOPE.AND SEQUENCE

As with any sound. educational program, the activities listed in this scope
and sequence are based upon skills. learned at the previous grade level.
Therefore, in observing the K-12 progression of activities it should be
noted that skills appearing at the introductory level for more than one
grade Level indicate introduction in a different form or movement pattern
and at a progressively'higher Fkill level.

This series of scope and sequence charts illustrates the suggested
developmental .phases nf a variety of activities representing the seven
strands of the curriculum guidelines. Although the primary focus of these
charts is in the psychomotor domain, the integration of all three domains
is essential to a sound program in physical education.

STRAND: Phxsical Fitness KEY I = Introduce
R = Refine/Review
E = Expand
0 = Optional

SKILLS K 1 2 , ,4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Body Composition R/E R/E R/E R/E

Flexibility R/E R/E R/E R/E

Endurance

Cardiovascular R/E R/E R/E R/E

Cardiorespiratory

Muscular

R/E R/E R/E R/E

R/E R/E R/E R/E

Stren th

Cardiovascular R/E R/E R/E 2/E

Carat respi R/E R/E R/E R/E

Muscular R/E R/E R/E R/E_
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STRAND IV

RHYTHMS

a K-\.
STRAND STATEMENT

3

The rhythms strand provides opportunity for the student to partiCipate in
activities that develop an appreciation for movement to music, refinement
of social skills, fitness and leisure activity.

This unit provides the student with background in the following: (1)

history, (2) value of sustained movement, (3) fundamental locomotor
movements,-(4) basic dance. steps, and (5) learning sequences.

This background culMinates in dance activities.

SUMMARY or ACTIVITIES:

If the student is unable to demonstrate proficiency in one of the skills at
this level, refer to the Middle School Guidelines for fundamental skills
progression.

1. Aerobic Dance

2. Social (Traditional)

A. Ballroom Dance
B. Folk Dance
C. Square Dance

3. Modern

4. Popular /Contemporary Dance

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

11IfoeAerobicProran'Totalliell-Beitil.1 Dr. K. N. Cooper, M. Evans and
Co., New Yor , 1982.

Dance Algillet Jane A. Harris, et al, Burgess
Minh.

Physical Education Handbook!. Seventh Edition,

Leibee, Messersmith, 1983, Prentice-Hall
07632.
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Publishing Co., Minneapolis,

Seaton, Schmottlach, Clayton,.
, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
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CONTENT

1. Aerobic Dance

2. Social Dance

a. Ballroom
b. Folk
c. Square

RHYTHMS

STUDENT OUTCOMES

la. The student understands the
definition, history and
safety procedures involved
in aerobic dance; how to
establish and monitor

target heart rate; the
value of sustained dance
movements to music; and the
fundamental locomotor
movements pertaining to
music, e.g., walking,
running, leaping, jumping,
and hopping. (C)

The student demonstrates

proficiency and individual
improvement in the skills
used for participation in
aerobic dance activities.

(P)

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

la. The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration on history
definitions and safety
procedures involved in
aerobic dance,,the tech-
niques for measuring and
monitoring heart rate,
and demonstration in
techniques of aerobic
dance.

lb. The teacher provides
maximum safe opportunity
for the student to develop
and improve aerobic
fitness through appropri-.
ate and continued partici-
pation and practice and en-
'courages the student to
participate in aerobic
dance outside of the
school program.

lc. The student demonstrates lc.

cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general

willingnets to participate,
obs4rvable1eadershiP
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)

2a. The student understands the 2a.
history, etiquette, social
skills, values and funda-
mental dance steps. (C)
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The teacher provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette, -

self motivatedpartici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.

The teacher provides
demonstrations of funda-

mental dance steps and
provides the necessary
and -unique information
relative to history and
social skirls necessary
for successful partici-
pation.



CONTENT

2. Social Dance
(Continued)

3. Modern Dance

go.

STUDENT OUTCOMES

2b. The student demonstrates
competencies for partici-
pation in social dance
including etiquette and
basic fundamentals, e.g.,
waltz
polka

ethnic follCdances
etc.

(P)

2c. The students demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)

RHYTHMS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

2b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities to
practice and refine dance
skills and sequences and
facilitazes dialogue
opportunities whereby the
student recognizes values
of dance skills to
supplement social
development.

2c. The teacher provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.

3a. The student understands the 3a.

history, proper warm up
techniques, and safety
procedures of modern dance;
the basic skills and tech-
niques of running, walking,
leaping, hopping, jumping,
gallop, slide step; the
broad skills of falling,
turning, and spirals; and
the aesthetic principles of
balance, repetition,
contrast, unity, sequeice,
transition and variety'
which are present in a
finished choreographed
dance. (C)

139
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The teacher provides
information on the
history of modern dance
and demonstration on the

proper warm up techniques
and safety procedures of
modern dance.



,CONTENT STUDENT'OUTCOMES

3. Modern Dance
(Continued)

4. Popular/
Contemporary

Dance

3b. The student demOnstrates
proficiency in the basics
of modern dance and develops
a choreographed modern dance
at the intermedfate level
either individually or as
part of a group. (P)

3c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)

4a. The student understands the
history, etiquette, value,
and fundamental movements
of the dance. (C)

4b. The student demonstrates
competencies for parti-
cipation in popular dance,
e.g., break dance. (P)

4c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior, a
general willingness to
participate, and an
appreciation for the

activity. (A)
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RHYTHMS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

3b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation in drills and
activities for the

/ development and refine-
ment of modern dance
techniques and in activi-
ties designed to develop
the students ability to
choreograph modern dance.

3c. The teacher should
provide a learning
atmosphere that allows
the student an oppor-
tunity to develop cooper-
ative participation,
proper etiquette, self
motivated participation,
leadership skills, and a
general appreciation for
the activity.

4a. The teacher provides
demonstrations and infor-
mation in fundamental
movements.

4b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities to
practice safely and
refine movements and
sequences of currently
popular dances to which
students relate.

4c. The teacher provides a
learning atmosphere that

allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, self-motivated
participation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.



HIGH SCHOOL
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

As with any sound educational program, the activities listed in this scope
and sequence are based upon skills learned at the previous grade level.
Therefore, in observing the K-12 progression of activities it should be
noted that skills appearing at the introductory level for more than one
grade level indicate introduction in a different form or movement pattern
and at a progressively higher skill level.

This series of scope and sequence charts illustrates the suggested
developmental phases of a variety of activities representing the seven
strands of the curriculum guidelines. Although the primary focus of these
charts is in the psychomotor domain, the integrat%m of all three domains
is essential to a sound program in physical education.

STRAND: Rhythms KEY I = Introduce
R = Refine/Review
E = Expand
0 = Optional

RHYTHMS

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 E 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Aerobics R/E R/E R/E R/E

Oancercize I R/E R/E R/E

-Social Dance

Ballroom'

Folk (Round) /

I R/E R/E R/E

I/R R/E R/E R/E

4:

Square/C nfrol Dance I/R R/E R/E R/E

Curre t Poplar Dance I/R R/E R/E R/E

Creative_ Rh \ttras- R/E R/E R/E R/E

...

Singing Games and Dance R/E R/E R/E R/E

vs
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STRAND

SPORTS SKILLS (INDIVIDUAL/DUAL, TEAM)

STRAND STATEMENT

The sports skills strand exposes the student to a variety of activities
that, through participation, enable the participant to make intelligent
decisions regarding activity and its relationship to one's personal well-
being (e.g., social skills, physical fitness, spectator awareness.)

The sports skills strand provides the student oackground in the following:
(1) histOry-, (2) rules,-(1) itrategies, (4) safety, (5) fundaMentals, (6)
skills and techniques, (7) equipment selection and care, and (8) practice
technique.

This background will prepare the student for participation in a variety of
individual/dual and team sport skills and games.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES:

If the student is unable to demonstrate proficiency in one of the skills at
this level, refer to the Middle School Guideline for fundamental skills
progression.

A. Individual/Dual

I. Badminton

2. Cross Country

3. Fencing

4. Golf

5. Pickleball

6. Racquetball

7. Tennis

8. Track and Field

9. Weight Training

B. Additional Individual/Dual Activities

The parameters of this publication are such that all activities cannot
be addressed with the same emphasis. Learning results and implica-

tions are outlined for selected activities without reference to their

-136- 142
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importance. A variety of additional activities are listed as
"optional" without (intention to) de-emphasizing their value to the
total curriculum.

1. Handball

2. Paddleball

3. Self-Defense (Martial Arts)

4. Soft-Tennis

5. Wind surfing

6. Wrestling

C. Team Activities

1. Basketball

2. Field Hockey

3. Soccer

4. Softball

5. Speedball

6. Team Handball

7. Volleyball

D. Additional Team Activities

The parameters of this publication are such that all activities cannot
be addressed with the same emphasis. Learning results and implica-
tions are outlined for selected activitieg"without reference to their
importance. A variety of additional activities are listed as
"optional" without (intention to) de-emphasizing their value to the
total curriculum.

1. Flickerball

2. Floor Hockey ,/)

3. Football

4. Mocker-

. 5. LaCrosse

6. Rugby

43443



7. Walleyball

8. Water Polo

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

1. Athletic Institute Sports Series, The Athletic Institute, North Palm
Beach, -FL 60654.

2. NAGWS Sports Guide, AAHPERD, P.O. Box 704, Waldorf, MD 20601.

3. Physical Education Handbook, Seventh Edition, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New
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CONTENT

INDIVIDUAL /DUAL

1. Badminton

SPORTS SKILLS (INDIVIDUAL/DUAL, TEAM)

STUDENT OUTCOMES

b.

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

la. The student understands .la.

the history; rules; court,
dimensions; safety pro-
cedures; how to select and
care for equipment; and the
basic fundamentals of
'badminton, -starts,

grip, footwork, court
position, forehand clear,
backhand clear, drive,
smash, drop, and short and
deep serve; the strategies
and rules for singles and
doubles; and the applica-
tion of rules, skills and
strategies. (C)

lb. The student demonstrates lb.

proficiency in the inter-
mediate and advanced skills
while successfully partici-
pating in_the game of
badminton. (P)

lc. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity of
badminton. (A')

1
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lc.

The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration on history,
e.g., rules, court
dimensions, safety pro-
cedures, selection and
Tare-af-equtpment-,-and-on
basic fundamentals,
strategies and skills of
badminton.

The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe development and
refinement of skills and
strategies through
directed practice and
game situations.

The teacher encourages
the student to continue
participation in
badminton and work toward
excellence, and provides
a learning atmosphere

that allows the student
an opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation' for the
activity of badminton.



CONTENT

2. Cross Country

SPORTS SKILLS

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

2a. The student understands the
rules, safety regulations,
running etiquette, selec-
tion of proper clothing and
shoes, correct methods of
stretching, appropriate
ward-up procedures, running
surfaces, cool-down, and the
importance and efficiency
of correct running form;
the student also under-

stands the basic cross
country running skills,
e.g., pacing, striding,
hill running (up and down),
sprinting, breathing tech-
nique, and strategies
involved in running a cross
country race, e.g., start
(group), passing, corner
cutting, grouping of
runners, and finishing.
(C)

2b. The student demonstrates
proficiency of fundamental
skills while successfully
participating in cross
country. (P)

2c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation

for the activity of cross
country. (A)
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The teacher provides
information and demon-

stration on rules,
safety, running
etiquette, selection of
proper clothing and
shoes, stretcning and
warm-up procedures,
running surfaces, cool-_
down, and basic funda-
mentals, skills, and on
strategies pertaining to
cross country running.

2b. The teacher provides
participation and

practice opportunities
for the student in
activities for develop-

ment of skills and
strategies in cross
country, e.g., road
races, overland runs 1-21/2

miles.

2c. The teacher encourages
students to continue to
participate in cross
country running, and
provides a learning
atmosphere that allows
the student an oppor-
tunity to develop cooper-
ative participation,
proper etiquette, self
motivated participation,
leadership skills, and a
general appreciation for
the activity of cross
country.



CONTENT

3. Fencing'

STUDENT OUTCOMES

3a. The student understands
correct selection, care and
safety procedures regarding
equipment; appropriate
personal warm-up and
stretching exercises;
history, terminology,
rules, scoring and offi-
ciating, strategy, and the
etiquette of fencing; and
the fundamental fencing
skills, e.g., gripping the
foil, salute, on-guard,
advance, retreat, lunge,
defense, right of way,
guard positions and engage-
ments, advance lunge,
disengagement attack,
compound parries, one-two,
counter parries, double,
low line parries, beat
attack. (C)

3b. The student demonstrates a
proficiency of fundamental
skills while successfully
participating in fencing.

(p)

3c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity of
fencing. (A)

147
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SORTS SKILLS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

3a. The teacher provides
information and demon-
strations on selection
and care of equipment,
safety:Narm-up, history,
rules, and information
that helps students
acquire fencing skills
and knowledge.

3b. The teacher provides safe
opportunities for
students to practice the
fundamental skills of
fencing stressing proper
safety procedures.

3c. The teacher encourages
students to continue
participation in fencing
bouts and provides a
learning atmosphere that

allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity of fencing.



CONTENT

4. Golf

SPORTS SKILLS

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

4a. The student understands the 4a.

history and safety pro-
cedures; selection and care

for equipment; and the basic
fundamentals, e.g., grip,

stance, address, alignment,
principals of ball flight,
take away, back swing,
transition, down swing,
impact, follow-through;
short irons, long irons,
woods, chipping, pitching,
putting; the basic rules,
strategies and application
of knowledge fundamentals;
and skills as they relate
to golf participation. (C)

4b. The student demonstrates a
proficiency of skill while
successfully participating
in various skill building
activities and in a game
situation. (P)

The teacher provides
information on history,

safety, equipment,
scoring, strategies,
rules, basic funda-
mentals, skills and
shots, and on principals
of ball flight in golf.

4b. The teacher provides
max{mum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation in a variety of
drills and activiities to

develop, refine and
practi:e fundamentals,
skills, and strategies in
golf, i.e.; PGA Jr. Golf
program.'

4c. The student demonstrates 4c.

cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity of golf.
(A)
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The teacher encourages

continued development and
participation in golf
and provides a learning
atmosphere that allows
the student an oppor-
tunity to develop cooper-
ative participation,
proper etiquette, self
motivated participation,
leadership skills, and a
general appreciation for
the activity of golf.



CONTENT

5. Pickleball

%--
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'STUDENT OUTCOMES

5a.. The student understands,
the history, rules, and
safety prodedures;, selec-

tion and care for equip-.
ment.; and the basic funda-
mentals of pick'eball,
e.g., stance, grip, foot-
work, court position;
forehand, backhand, drive,
lob, smash, and serve
(short and long); strate-
gies for both singles and
doubles play; and how to
apply the rules, skills,
and strategies of a regula-
tion pickleball game. (C)

5b. The student demonstrates a
proficiency"of intermediate
and advanced skills while
successfully participating
in skill drills and games of
pickleball using an indi-
vidual and doubles format.

(P)

5d. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,

proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership

-, skills, and an appreciation
for the activity of pickle-
ball: (A)

c

I

I> r
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SPORTS SKILLS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

5a. .The teacher provides
information and demon-

* stration on history,
rules, safety, equipment,
strategiei, basic funda-
mentals and skills of
pickleball.

5b. The teacher provides safe
opportunity for the
development andrefine-
ment of.skills and
related strategies'of
pickleball concentrating

onhand-eye coordination
and paddle handling
skills.

'5c. The teacher encourages
the student to continue
participation in pickle-

ball and work toward ..

excellence, and provides
a learning atmosphere
that allows the student
an opportunity to develop
cooperative participar
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
'appreciation for the
activity of pickleball. '.

-.
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CONTENT.

6. Racquetball

H

F
.1 SPORTS SKILLS

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIpNS,

6a. The student understands the
rules, history, selection
and care of the basic equip-

ment; e.g., shoes, eye
protector, glove, racket,

ball; the basic funda-
dentals of the game-, e.g.,
stance (ready position),
grips, court position,
footwork; the basic
strokes; e.g., serves,
forehand, backhand, ceiling
(overhead); and the basics
of each stroke, e.g., body
position, head position,
wrist position, backswing,
follow-through, impact

position; the basic shots
of racquetball, e.g.,
ceiling, pass (straight and
cross-court), straight kill
and pinches, Z-ball, lob, Z,
serve, drive; the rules and
strategies of singles,
doubles, and cutthroat; and
applies knowledge of rules,
strategies, fundamentals.
and skills to the game of
racquetball. '(C)

6b. The student demonstrates a
proficiency of 'skill while
successfully participating
in appropriate skill drills
and in games of racquetball
on an individual and partner
level, (P)

-144-
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6a. The teacher provides
demonstrations and infor-

mation on rules, history,
safety procedures, equip-
ment, basic fundamentals,
basic strokes and how to
execute them, basic/shots
and serves and the.-cules

and strategies of
singles, doubles, and
cutthroat racquetball.

6b. The teacher provides
maximum safe opportuni-

ties for the student to
practice and participate
in drills; activities;
and games which will
develop, refine, and
practice the funda-
mentals, skills and
strategies of racquet-
ball, e.g., hand-eye
coordination, 4-square
with. racquets.
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CONTENT

6. Racquetball'
(Continued)

7. Tennis

STUDENT OUTCOMES

6c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity of
racquetball. (A)

7a. ,The student understands the
, Nes, safety

procedures, serection and
care for equipment; the
basic fundamentals; e.g.,
stance (ready position),
grips and how to change,
footwork, court position;
the basic strokes, e.g.
forehand/backhand volley,

''forehand/backhand ground
strokes, approach shots,
,serves, half volleys, lobs,
smash (overhead); the basic
rules and strategies of
singles and doubles; and

techniques of tennis. (C)

SPORTS SKILLS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

6c. The teacher encourages
the student to excel and
continue to participate
in racquetball and pro-
vides a learning atmos-
phere that allowS the
student an opportunity to
develop cooperative
participation, proper
etiquette, self motivated
participation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity of racquetball.

7a. The teacher provides

information and demonstra-
tion on histbry, rules,
safety procedures, care
and selection of equip-
ment, and basic funda-
mentals, strokes and

strategies of tennis.

7b. The student demonstrates 7b,

skill proficiency while
successfully participating
in drills designed to
increase individual skills
in the games of singles
and doubles tennis. (P)

-145-
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The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation in tennis
activities that allow
development, refinement,
and practice of tennis
fundamentals, skills and
strategies, e.g.,
U.S.T.A.
Court Star Program



CONTENT

7. Tennis
(Continued)

STUDENT OUTCOMES

7c. The student demonstrate
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity of tennis.
(A)

8. Track and Field 8a. The student understands,
reviews and expands knowl
edge of the basic rules,
safety, terminology,

history; the care for
equipment; importance of
warm-up; appropriate
stretching and cool-down
for prevention of injury;
efficiency of movement; and

the skills and strategies
for events, r...g., running,

sprinting, middle and long
distances, hurdles and
relays; high jump, long
jump and triple jump. (C)

8b. The student demonstrates
skill proficiency while
successfully participating
in the various events of
track. (P)

-146-
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SPORTS SKILLS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

7 -
7c. The teacher encourages

the student to excel and

continue participation in
tennis and provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participd-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership

skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity of tennis.

8a. The teacher provides

information and demon-
stration on history,
rules, terminology,
safety, selection and
care for equipment,
appropriate warm-up,
stretching and cool-down,
and basic skins and
strategies for track and
field events,

8b. The teacher provides
maximum safe opportuni-
ties for development and
refinement of skills and
strategies necessary to
participate tn track
events, e.g., sprints- -

100 -200 -400 meters, mid-

distance--800-1500
meters, long distance- -
3000 meters, relays- -

pursuit and shuttle,
throwing events--as per
individual school safety
evaluations.

1



CONTENT

8. Track and Field
(Continued)

STUDENT OUTCOMES

8c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general

willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity of track
and field. (A)

9. weight Training 9a. The student understands
the history, safety, types
of equipment, terminology,
basic muscle physiology,
anatomy, nutrition, body
composition, theory, myths
and popular training pro-
grams; the basic funda-.
mental techniques for
weight lifting; e.g., grips,
breathing; and spotting;
training methods, e.g., low
repetition, endurance,

power/strength, body build-
ing; and fundamentals of
basic lifts, e.g., tech-
nique, body parts affected,

safety, !Ming tips. (C)

9b. The student demonstrates

a proficiency of skills
while successfully partici-
pating in efficient weight
training based on indi-
vidual goals and programs.

(P)

a

153
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SPORTS SKILLS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

8c. The teacher encourages
students to develop a

continued personal
interest in the benefits
of track and field acti-
vities, and provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity of track and
field.

9a. The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration in history,
safety, types of equip-
ment, terminology, basic
muscle physiology,
anatomy, nutrition, body
composition, theory,
myths and popular-train-
ing programs, and basic
fundamental techniques,
training methods, and
basic lifts necessary for
weight trainirq.

9b. The teacher provides
opportunities for
students to practice
techniques and partici-
pate safely in weight
training programs

designed on an individual
basis to improve general
strength and fitness or
specific areas of
assessed weakness.



CONTENT

9. Weight Training
(Continued)

\

STUDENT OUTCOMES

9c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership

skills, and an appreciation
for the activity of weight
training. (A)

-148-
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SPORTS SKILLS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

9c. The teacher provides
encouragement for con-

tinued participation and
understanding of benefits
related to weight train-
ing, and provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,

self motivated partici-
pation, leadership .

skills, and a general

appreciation for the
activity of weight
training.
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CONTENT

- TEAM

I. Basketball

STUDENT OUTCOMES

la The student understands,
reviews, and expands the
history, rules, strategies
and safety precautions of
basketball; the basic
fundamentals of individual
offensive skills, e.g.,
pivoting, dribbling, pass-
ing, shooting, pass

receiving, rebounding,
driving (crossover, direct
drive), screening; the
following offensive plays,
e.g., give and go, pass and
screen away, pick and roll;
the defensive fundamentals,
e.g., stance and footwork,
and zone/man to man
defense; and the basic
rules, strategies, and
skills, and is able to
apply them to game situa-
tions of basketball. (C)

SPORTS SKILLS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

la.

lb. The student demonstrates lb.

proficiency while success-
fully participating in

intermediate and advanced
skill drills and games of
basketball. (P)

lc. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,

proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an.appreciation
for the activity of basket-
ball. (A)

I't 155
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lc.

The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration on history,
strategies, rules, safety
precautions, individual
offensive skills, offen-
sive plays, and defensive
fundamentals.

The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation in drills,

activities and games that
develop and refine
skills, knowledges and
strategies that relate to
activities outside of
school.

The teacher provides

encouragement for con-
tinued development and
participation in basket-
ball through a learning
atmosphere that allows
the student an oppor-
tunity to develop cooper-
ative participation,
proper etiquette, self
motivated participation,
leadership skills, and a
general appreciation for
the activity of basket-
ball.



CONTENT

2. Field Hockey

STUDENT OUTCOMES

2a. The student understands,
refines, and expands the
history, rules and safety
procedures for field
hockey; how to select and
care for equipment; the
fundamentals of the grip
and stance;, the basic

skills, e.g., dribble,
drive, field, passing (push-
pass, flick), dodge (left,
right,) tackle, goal-
keeping;"the basic strate-
gies, e.g., bully, penalty
stroke, corner (long,
short), free hit, push-in,
offensive playing hints;
and defensive playing
hints, the fundamental
skills and strategies
necessary to play a field
hockey game. (C)

2b. The student demonstrates
proficiency white success-
fully participating in
fundamental skill drills and
games of field hockey. (P)

2c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity of field
hockey. (A)

-150-
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SPORTS SKILLS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

2a. The teacher provides
demonstrations and infor-
mation on history, rules,
safety, selection and
care of equipment, funda-
mental grip, stance,
basic skills, and strate-
gies.

2b. The teacher provides
opportunities ''or

acquiring, practicing and
the refining the skills
needed for safe success-
ful participation, e.g.,
dribbling, passing, goal
tending.

2c. The teacher encourages
the student to partici-
pate in quality field

hockey games and provides
a learning atmosphere
that allows the student
an opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, 'proper etiquette,

self motivated partici-

pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity of field hockey.



CONTENT

3. Soccer

SPORTS SKILLS

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

3a. The student understands,
refines, and expands the
history, rules, safety
precautions, and strate-
gies; the basic offensive
and defensive fundamentals;
rules and strategies; and
can apply them to playing
situations. (C)

3b. The student demonstrates a
proficiency of skill while
successfully participating
in intermediate and
advanced skill drills an,.
soccer games. (P)

3c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to; participate,

observable leadership
skills., and an appreciation

for the activity of soccer.
(A)
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3a. The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration on history,
rules, strategies, safety
and field requirements,
and basic offensive and
defensive fundamentals of
soccer.

3b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities to
practice and participate
safely in drills, activi-
ties and games that
develop, and refine
strategies and skills
based on individual skill
and interest levels.

3c. The teacher provides
encouragement for
continued quality parti-

cipation in soccer games
and activities and
provides a learning
atmosphere that allows
the student an opportunity
to develop cooperative
participation, proper
etiquette, self motivated
participation, leadership

skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity of soccer.



CONTENT

4. Softball

SPORTS SKILLS

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

4a. The student understands,
refines, and expands
history, terminology,

safety considerations, and
rules; the basip funda-

mentals of hitting, e.g.,
grip, stance, stride, hand
and arm action, head posi-
tion, leg drive; the basic
fundamentals of infield
play, e.g., fielding ground
balls, fielding fly balls,
covering bases, throwing;
the basic fundamentals of
outfield play, e.g., catch-
ing ground balls, catching
fly balls, throwing, play-

ing hitters and situations;
the fundamentals of base-
running, e.g., running
throgh first base, taking
turn at first, rolding
bases, sliding, tagging;
and is able to use them to
participate in game
activity. (C)

4b. The student demonstrates a
proficiency of skill while
successfully participating

in intermediate and advanced
skill drills and games of
softball. (P)

4c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,

proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,

observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity. (A)
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4a. The teacher provides
information and demon-

strations on history,
terminology, safety,
rules, fundamentals of
hitting, infield play,
outfield play, and
baserunning.

4b. The teacher provides
maximum- opportunities to

practice and participate
safely in activities that
develop and refine
skills, strategies,and
knowledge of softball
including slow pitch,
modified fast pitch, and
fast pitch as they relate
to community based
programs.

4c. The, teacher encourages

continual participation
and,skills development

\

and provides a learning
atmosphere that allows
the Student an oppor-
tunity to develop cooper-
ative participation,
prope etiquette, self
motiv ted partitipation,
leadership skills, and a
general appreciation for
the activity,
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CONTENT

Speedball

6. Team Handball

11....... ../...1111111111MMI. ..111/.1111.1111

SPORTS SKILLS

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

5a. The studerit understands,
refines, and expands the
history, rules, and safety
procedures; the basic
skills and technitwes,
e.g catching, soccer -
style dribbling, passing,
converting, drop kicking,
punting, heading; the basic
offensive and defensive
strategies; and fundamental

skills and strategies in
speedball. (C)

5b. The student demonstrates a
proficiency of skill while
successfully participating
fundamental skill drills
and a game of speedball.

(P)

5c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation

for the activity. (A)

6a. The student understar
refines, and expands the
history, rules, safety pro-
cedures, basic skills and

the techniques, e.g.,
passing, dribbling, catch-
ing, shooting, gbal keep-
ing, guarding, blocking;
the batic offensive and
defensive strategies; apd
the fundamental skills and
strategies necessary to
play team handball. (C)

-153-
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5a. The teacher provides
information and demon-

stration on history,
rules, safety procedures,
basic skills and tech-
niques, and basic offen-
sive and defensive funda-
mentals of speedball.

5b. The teacher provides
opportunities for safe
practice and participa-
tion in drills and
activities for the
development and refine-
ment of speedball skills
and strategies.

5c. The teacher provides
encouragement for con-
tinued develoyment and
participation in speed-
ball and provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity of speedball.

6a. The teacher provides

information and demon-
stration on history,
rules, safety procedures,
basic skills and tech-
niques, and basic offen-
sive and defensive
fundamentals of team
handball.



CONTENT

6. Team Handball
(Conti'nued)

7. Vol I eyba I 1

SPORTS SKILLS

STUDENT OUTCOMES TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

6b. The student demonstrates a
proficiency of skill while
successfully participating
in fundamental skill drills
and games of team handball.

(P)

6c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general
willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation

for the activity. (A)

7a. The student understands,
refines, and expands

history, rules, terminology
and safety, and the basid
skills, e.g., pass--forearm,
overhead (set), underhand,
dig; hitting--spike, dink;
blocking; serving--overhand
and underhand, strategies
of court position, offen-
sive team play, defensive
team play, necessary to
play volleyball. (C)

7b. The student demonstrates a

proficiency of skill while
successfully participating
in intermediate and advanced
skill drills and games of
volleyball. (P)
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6b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
safe practice and parti-
cipation in drills and
activities for the
development and refine-
ment of team handball
skills and strategies,
e.g., passing, shooting,
defense.

6c. The teacher provides
encouragement for con-
tinued skill development
and participation in team
handball and provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership-
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity.

7a. The teacher provides
information and demon-
stration for history,
rules, terminology,
safety, skills and
strategies of volleyball.

7b. The teacher provides
maximum opportunities for
students to practice
safely acquired skills
and knowledge in drills,
games, and activities
using a variety of acti-
vities designed for
competitive power volley-
ball and recreational
type games.
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CONTENT

7. Volleyball
(Continued)

STUDENT OUTCOMES

7c. The student demonstrates
cooperative behavior,
proper etiquette, a general

willingness to participate,
observable leadership
skills, and an appreciation
for the activity of volley-
ball. (A)

N
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SPORTS SKILLS

TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

7c. The teacher encourages
continued skill develop-

ment and participation in
volleyball and provides a
learning atmosphere that
allows the student an
opportunity to develop
cooperative participa-
tion, proper etiquette,
self motivated partici-
pation, leadership
skills, and a general
appreciation for the
activity of volleyball.



HIGH SCHOOL
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE 1.-

SPORTS SKILLS

As with any sound educational' program, the activities listed in this scope
and sequence are based updn skills learned at the previous grade level.
Therefore, in observing the K-12 progression of activities it should be
noted that skills appearing at the introductory level for more than one
grade level indicate introduction in a different form or movement pattern
and at a progressively higher skill level.

This series of scope and sequence charts illustrates the suggested
developmentc.l phases of a variety of activities representing the seven
stranas of the curriculum guidelines. Although the primary focus of these
charts is in the psychomotor domain, the integration of all/three domains
is essential to a sound program in physical education.

STRAND: Sports Skills KEY I = Introduce
R = Refine/Review
E = Expand
0 . Optional

;

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Individual/Dual:

Badminton R/E R/E R/E RTE

Cross-Country I R/E R/E R/E

Fencing

Go If

Pi ckl eba 11

Racquetball

I/R R/E R/E R/E

I/R R/E R/E R/E

R/E R/E R/E R/E

I/R R/E R/ R/E

Tennis R/E R/E R/E R/E

Track and Field I/R R/E R/E R/E

Weight Training I/R R/E R/E R/E

Team:

Basketball R/E R/E R/E R/E
..,
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IIMMIIMMMIN-

STRAND: Sports Skills KEY I = Introduce

- ,(continued) R = Refine/Review
E = Expand
0 = Optional

....

SPORTS SKILLS

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Field Hockey I/R R/E R/ERLE
,

Soccer R/E R/E R/E R/E

Softball

Speedball

Volleyball

Croquet

.R/E R/E R/E R/E

R/E R/E R/E R/E

R/E R/E R/E R/E

Pool (Billiards)
Self Defense
(Martial Arts)

Alternative Dual/Team

Flickerball

Floor_Hockey

Handball

Hocker

La Crosse

Paddle Tennis

Rub
a

Speed all/
Speed-a-way

Soft Tennis

Team Handball

Walley Ball

1051QL.03

*

s
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o

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0'

0 0 -^ 0 0

0 0' 0 0

0 '0 0 0
,

0 0 0 0

0 0 - 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 JO



SUGGESTED REFERENCES FOR HIGH SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION

.AAHPERD, Archery: A Planning. Guide for Group and Indiyidual Instruction,

Restons.Virginia. 1981.
Y

^.

AAHRER6, Comprehensive Bicyclists Education Program, kestod,'Virginia.

AAHPERD, NAGWS SeOrts'Guide for Field Hockey,'P.O. Box 704, waldorf, MD
20601. (Series A).

AAHRERD,OfficialSoftball Rules, Reston., irginia.

Abraham, Borst; Skiing Right, Harper-Row. 1984.
'

!American FencingUnited States Fencing Association, 1750 E. Boulder St.,
Colorado Springs, CO 80909.

Anderson, James L. t Cohen, Martin. :the west Point Fitness & Diet Book,
Avon-Publishing: 1981./

Armbruster, David A., Frank F. Musker, Leslie W. Irvin, Basic Skills in
Sports for Men and Women, The C. V. Motky Company, St. Louis, MO,
1971.

Athletic Institute, The, Athletic Institute Sports Series, North Palm
Beach, FL 60654.

Ballantine, Richard. Richard't Bicycle Book; Ballentine Books, New York,
1978.

:Barnes, Chester. Table Tennis, Barron Publishers. 1977.

Bates, Joseph D. Elementary Fishing, New York, Popular Lfbrary,
1968.

Bear, Fred. Archer's Bible, rev. ed., LC 79-7585. (Outdoor Bible,Sev.),
(;Illus.). (ISBN 0.385- 15155 -1), Doubleday Publisheri.". 1980.

Bengtsson, Hans and Atkinson,' George. Orienteering for Sport and
Pleasure, Brattleboror, VT. The Stephen Green Rress. .1077.

Biles, Figley, Neuman and SiedeL Sports Skills, Wm. Brown Publishers,
1975.

Gloss, Margaret V. Badminton, 4th Ed. (Physical Education Activities
Ser.), Wm. C. Brown. 1980.

Blots, Margaret V. & Rufford, J. Table Tennis, Harrison. Wm. C. Brown.
1967.

Bolton, E. & Goodwin, D. Pool Exercises, Churchill Publishing. 1974.
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Bowers, Carolyn, Judging and Coaching women's Gymnastics, Mayfield
Publishing Co., Palo Alto. California, 94301, 1972.

Boyd, Margaret. LaCrosse, (ISBN 0-498-08156-2) A. S. Barnes Publishers.
1959.

Brauman, Ken, Handbook of Drills and Techni ues for Coachin' H' h School
Track and Field, West Nyack, NY. 19 9.

Camaione, David N. Teaching and Coaching wrestling, Wiley Publishers,
New York, New York. 1980.

Carson, Ray F. The Enc clo edia of Cham ionshi Wrestlin Drills, South
Brunswick, A. S. Barnes. 1974.

Carter, Don, Ten Secrets of Bowling, Cornerstone Library, Inc., New
York. 1972.

Cassidy, John and Rimbeaux, B. C., Juggling for the Complete Klutz, 2nd.
ed., Klutz Printing. 1980.

Chappell, Annette J. Skiing Is For Me, Lerner Pubs. 1978.

Charlton, William T. Cro uet: Complete Guide to History, Strategy, Rules
and Records, LC 76- 9. 1 7 .

Clayton, Thompson. A Handbook of Wrestling Terms and Holds, A. S.
Barnes. Brunswick, .Jr-0'4.

Conrad, Brown & Bruce Garett. Skiing For Scribner Publishers.
1971.

Cooper, Dr, K. H., The Aerobics Pro ram for Total Well-Bein
and Co., New York, 1982.

. Evans

Corbin, Chuck, Fitness for Life, Lee and Febijer Publishers,
Phil adelphia .

Curtis, Joyce, Pickle-Ball: For Plarr & Teacher, Morton PlY)lishers.
1985.

Devlin, Frank, J. Sports Illustrated Book of Badminton, Harper-Row
Publishers. 197,:.

Dittrech, R. Juggling Made Easy, Willshire Publishing.

Schmid, Drury, Gymnastics for Women, 3rd Edition, National Press Books,
850 Hanson Way, Palo Alto, California 94304.

Edmonds, 1. G. RollealltatiraL_A Beginner's Guide, Archway Publishers.
1979.

Fixx, James, TIjpleItfioolleCor(ofkt.__alin, Random House Publishing. New
York. 1977.
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Gregory, D. R., and Webb, G. A., Teaching Badminton, Gresham Studios,
England. 1970.

Gustuson, Donald J. Self-Defense for Women, Boston, Allyn & Bacon.
1970.

Hall, Major, Sports 1111,-,trated Boardsailing, Harper-Row Publishers.
'1984.

Harkins, Mike, Successful Team Techniques in Basketball, Prentice Pall.
Englewood Cliffs, MD. 1966.

Harrison, Dave, Sports Illustrated Canoeing, Harper-Rov Publishers.
1981.

Hart, John, Walking Softly In The Wilderness: The Sierra Club Guide to
Backpacking, Sierra Press (ISPN 0-87156-813-6). 1984.

Hausserman, Caroline, Field Hockey, Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1970.

Henkin, Mitch, Racquetball Primer, Full Court Press Pubs. Nat'l. Pr.

Inc. 1984.

Herbst, Dan, Sports Illustrated Soccer, Harper's-Row Publishers. 1984.

Hibbard, Jack. Weaponless Defense, Springfield, Ill., Thomas. 1980.

House, Marilyn G. Ice Skating Fundamentals, Kendall-Hunt Publishers.
1982.

Humphrey, Vernon and Theodore Stroup. The Orienteering Handbook, Fort
Benning, GA., U.S. Army Infantry School, 1911.

Kelsey, Robert J. Walking in the Wild: Complete Guide tJ Hikinn and
Backpacking, (Funk & W'Bk.), (ISBN 0;308-10098-0, F86) TY Crowell.
1974.

Kenfield, John F., Teacning & Coaching Tennis, 3rd Ed., Dubuque, IA.

W. C. Brown Co. 1976.

Kraft, Eve F. The Tennis Teacher's Guide, Princeton, NJ. U.S. Tennis
Assoc. Ed. & Research Ctr. 106.

Langley, Ray. Pool Player's Bible, Langley Publishing. 1981.

Leach, Johnny, Table Tennis for the, Seventies, New Jersey, 1971.

Leen, Edie, Complete Women's Weight Training Guide, Anderson World Inc.,
Mt. View, CA. 1g80.

Marchington, John. Shooting: A Complete Guide for Beginners, Faber &
Faber. 1982.

McFarland, Wayne J. & Smith, Phillip. Sports Illustrated Handball,
Harper's-Row Publishers. 1976.
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Moran, Tom, Roller Skating Is For Me, Lerner Publishers. 1981.

Mulroy, Mark. Sports Illustrated Golf, Harper's Row Publishing. 1983.

Murphy, Wm. E. Complete Book of Championship Tennis Drills, West Nyack,
NY. Parker Pub. Co. 1975.

Murray, H, Tennis for Beginners, North Hollywood, Calif.: Wilshire,
1974.

National Golf Foundation, Golf Coaching and Teaching Kit, Merchandise
Mart, Chicago, IL.

Nicklaus, Jack, Golf M3) Way, Simon and-Schuster, New York. 1974.

Niemeyer, Roy K. and Zabik, Roger M., Beginning Archery, Wadsworth
Publishing Company, 1978.

Norton, Goldy. The Official Frisbee Handbook, Bantam Press, 1971.

Oklahoma State Dept. of Education, A Lifetime Experience, P.E.
Curriculum, 1981, reprinted 1983. 4.)

Omero, C. Catan. Secrets of Shuffleboard, Strategy, USA (1967).

President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports, Fitness For Living,
Teacher's Guide, Walt Disney, ED Media Co.

Prusmack, A. Jon, Rugby:. A Guide for Players, Coaches & Spectators,
Dutton Publishing, 1979.

Rezmik, John and James Peterson, Championship Racquetball, Leisure Press,
West Point, NY, 1978.

Riley, Daniel P., Strength Training, 2nd Edition, Leisure Press, West
Point, NY 10966. 1983.

Schwarzenegger, Arnold, Arnold's Body Shaping for Women, Simon and

Schuster, New York. 1979.

Scott, Robert F. Shooter's Bible, Stoeger Pub. Co. 1985.

Scott, Bob. LaCrosse: Technique & Tradition, Johns Hopkins. '1976.

Simonian, Charles. Basic Foil Fencing, Dubuque, Iowa. Kendall-Hunt
Publishing Co. 1979.

Sloane, Eugere A. The New Complete Book of Bicycling, Simon and
Schuster, New York, 1974.
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Starr, Bart, Quarterbacking, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall
Inc. 1967.

Stephenson, Richard M. and Clark, Theodore G. Ice Skater's Bible,
(Outdoor Bible Sev.). Doubleday Publishing. 1982.

Stoll, Sharon K. Rollerskating_ Fundamentals & Techniques, Leisure
Press. 1983.

Strandemo, Steve, Advanced Racquetball, Simon and Schuster, New York,
1981.

Swem, Floyd. Shuffleboard: Those Capricious Discs, Great Outdoors.

Thomag, Dian. Roughing it Easy, Two, Warner Books, 1978.

U.S. Coast Guard Office of Boating Safety, Boating., 2100 Second St. S.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20593.

Vickers & Vincent, Swimming, Wm. C. Brown Co., Dubuque, Iowa.

Weider, Joe. Bodybuilding: The Weider Approach, Contemp. Bxs. 1981.

Williams, Ray. Rugby for Beginners, Intl. Spec. Bk. 1977.

Witt, F., Ecker, T., Hay, 4 Championship Track and Field for Women,
Parker Pub. Co., West Hyak, NY. 1978..

Wooden, John, Practical Modern Basketball, Ronald Press Company, New
York.

CONTACT ORGANIZATIONS

American Alliance of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance.

1201 16th St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. (Sports, Games, Physical
Fitness & Hygiene)

American Red Cross. Contact your local chapter. (Swimming, di 1, first
aid and water safety.)

National Golf Foundation, 707 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Illinois 60654.

Washington Alliance Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance.

P.O. Box 10095, Olympia, WA 98502.

SUGGESTED PERIODICALS

Gymnastics World, Sundby Sports, Inc., 410 Broadway, Santa Monica, CA
90401.

International Gymnastics, Sundby Sports, Inc., 410 Broadway, Santa
Monica, California, 90401. (Published Monthly)
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Journal of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, American Alliance
for Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 1201 16th St. N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

NAGWS Sports Guide - Available through AAHPERD, P.O. Box 704, Waldorf, MD
20601. (A series)

National Association for Girls and Women in Sports, American Alliance for
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 1201 16th St. N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

RACKETBALL ILLUSTRATED, 1978, CFW Enterprises Inc., 7011 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, CA 90028.

RUNNER'S WORLD, 1966, Runner's World Magazine Company, Inc., 1400
Stierlin Rd., Mountain View, CA 94043.

SAFE BOATING, U.S. Coast Guard, Office of Boating Safety, 2100 Second St.
S.W., Washington, D.C. 20593.

SWIMMING WORLD, Swimming World Inc., Box 45497, Los Angeles, CA 90045.

TRACK AND FIELD 9UARTERLY REVIEW, 1964 TFA/USA, 10920 Ambassador, No.
322,'Kansas City, MO 64153.

FILMS/VIDEOS

An Inside Look at the Game for a Lifetime, Golf Digest Instructional
Schools, P.O. Box 5350, Norwalk, 1T1506. (50 min.)

Archery Films (various titles), Bear Archery Company, Subsidiary of Kidde
Inc., Rural Route 4, 4600 Southwest 41st Boulevard, Gainesville,
Florida 32601.

Golf My Way, Nicklaus, Jack, World Vision Home Video, Inc., Taft'
Broadcasting Co. (2 hrs.)

"How To 'Play Tennis"--Wheaties Sports. Fed.

Improve Your Golf Game with Billy Casper, Cinema Associates Inc. for
Video Tech., Instructavision #11C00609. (1 hr.)
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DR. FRANK B. BROUILLET
Superintendent of Public Instruction

Old Capitol Building. FG-it . Olympia .WA 98504

I P5/637/85
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